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Reliability Models for rataflow CompLiter Systems
The demands for concurrent operation within a computer system
{ and the representation of parallelism in programming languages
have yielded a new fcrm of program representation known as
dataflow ([DENN 741, [DENN 75] 1
 [TREL 82a]). Execution of dataflow
I
programs is data driven; that is, each instructicn is enabled for
execution just when each required operand has been supplied by the
completion of predecessor inEtructions.
Dataflow systems have rece;ved considerable attention during
the past several years. There is a growing agreement, particularly
in Japan ([TREL 82a], [TREL 82b]), that the next generation
computers should be base3 on non-von Neumann architecture such as
dataflow, as these architectures can be designed to deliver
billions of operations per second.
However, the investigators of this research are not aware of
any work in estimating either the performance or the reliability
of this new structure. Because of the complexity of dataflow
systems,	 the	 presence	 of	 multiple	 processing units and
communication circuits, the reliability,	 performance of the
interconnection	 structures and	 scheduling schemes	 in such
architectures could become a significant issue.
In this research project we proposed to study the reliability
of dataflow computer systems. we proposed to use the dataflow
graph as a model to represent asynchronous concurrent computer
architectures	 including dataflow computers.	 If methods for
Ot
analyzing the reliability of a dataflow graph were available, data
driven computers can be modeled as dataflow graphs and their
reliability can be analyzed.
In order to achieve this goal several intermediate projects
were completed.
1. FQ1LiAJ-tz -aS;1Qn- Qf—dataflow grapb_ models: Much of the research in
dataflow processing has dealt with defining the functionality,
designing instruction level architecture or specifying programming
languages. This has not made urgent the formalization of the
dataflow itself. Formalization is necessary in relating dataflow
to other computational models, discovering properties r-f Specific
instances of dataflow graphs and in performance and reliability
analyses. We presented a formal definition of dataflow graph
models and derived conditions for deadlock freeness in dataflow
graphs. Appendix 1 contains the details of this work.
2. Deve open-ent of a Dataflow Simu1Ll9u: Concurrent with the
formalization, we designed and developed a dataflow simulator,
DFDLS. This simulator can be used to model computer systems such
as MIT dataflow processor and UC-Irvine dataflow computer and
study the functionality of the simulated systems. DFDLS is written
in Pascal on VAX (VMS). Appendix. 2 contains a detailed description
of the simulator.
3. IaDm4l phism-s_ betxeen P Isi Nets and JDAJ af low Graphs: Petri nets
have been used to represent asynchronous concurrent computations
and Petri net analysis techniques are readily available in
literature. Dataflow graph models are superior to Petri nets in
J'
their representational power. we felt that if dataflow graphs can
be translated in Petri nets, analysis techniques available for
Petri nets can be used with dataflow graphs, thus combining the
representational ease of dataflow models vith the analysis power
of Petri nets. We developed isomorphic transformations between the
two models. We demonstrated that it is * possible tc decompose Petri
nets into smaller components and determine aspects of the overall
behavior from the behavior of components. Appendix 3 contains the
details of this work.
Once these projects were completed we set out to Develop
reliability	 models for dataflow	 graphs. Both Markov chain
techniques and path enumeration 	 methods can be used to study the
reliability of a dataflow graph model. We also developed
techniques for reducing large graphs into smaller manageable size
graphs. The details of these results are given in Appendix 4.
We feel that this research is significant in that, dataflow
graphs can be used as generalized models of computation analogous
to Turing machines and Petri nets; Petri net analysis techniques
can be carried ove, to dataflow models; the reliability of data
driven -,,wputer systems can be analyzed using dataflow graph
models.
Ji^
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a new model for parallel computations and parallel
computer systems, that is Lased on dataflow principles is
presented. Mathematical formulations of uninterpreted dataflow
graph models are defined. Necessary and sufficient conditions for
liveness and deadlock-freeness in dataflow graphs are derived.
Keywords:	 Dataflow graphs, Parallel computations, Deadlocks,
^iveness, Petri nets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The demands for increasing computatio:: speeds have generated
considerable interest in parallel computations, ccncurrent
operations within a computer system, models for representing
parallelism in algorithms and new programming languages for such
parallel computers [KARP 66, MILL 73]. In addition to the design
of parallel machines and programming aspects of parallelism, there
has been considerable work done in formu l-ating appropriate
theoretical models and methods of analysis under which inherent
properties of parallelism can be precisely defined and studied
more from the end of the algorithm, or problem, rather than the
particular machine implementation. Generally, the theoretical
work in parallelism can be divided into two categories; 1) the
study of the computational aspects of algorithms (both arithmetic
and control aspects) devised to ma;:e use of the parallelism
existing in parallel systems; or 2) the study of the performance
limits and reliability aspect of parallel computers.
There are a number of quite different theoretical models
proposed for representing the computational aspects of parallel
processes, among which Petri net models enjoyed continued interest
over the past decade. For a comparative study of models of
parallel computation, the reader is referred to [MILL 73].
Performance and reliability evaluations of computer systems,
including those with multiple processing elements and high-level
2of	 redunaancy, are generally	 based on probabilistic models and
their
	
analysis. The techniques used in this approach involve the
identification of underlying	 stochastic prr,cesses and the
determination of their	 properties. General review of various
aspects	 of these analysis techniques can be found	 in	 [KLFI 76,
`CRIV 7 81 .
Petri net models of parallel and asynchronous systems have
been extended to include stochastic aspects (MOLL 81, MOLL 82,
MARS 83, GEIS 83]. Molloy established an isomorphism between
stochastic Petri nets and homogeneous Markov processes, thus
making it possible to apply available techniques in the analysis
of Markov processes for the analysis of stochastic Petri net
models.
In recent years, two new forms of program representations
known as dataflow and reduction languages are attracting attention
among researchers in USA, UK, France, japan and other countries.
The literature is abundant with proposals for new computer systems
based on dataflow and reduction (eemand driven) principles (for
example (DENN 74, DENN 75, DENN 80]), programming languages (for
example, [ACRE 79, ACRE 82, ARVI 78]), distributed computing based
on dataflow [MEAS 82], simulation and modeling using dataflow
graphs [KAVI 83, SRIN 83, GAUD 84].
In this paper 4e propose a different model for parallel
computations that is based on dataflow principles. At UCLA,
Karplus and Ercegovac are studying the use of dataflow concepts
for high speed digital simulation [GAUD 84]. Srini used extended
\1
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dataflow Graphs for analyzing the architecture of highly
concurrent computer systems (SRIN 83). At UTA, we have developed a
dataflow simulator (DFDLS (RAVI 83)) that can be used to model
computer systems (both hardware and software). The simulator
allows hierarchical (or variable resolution [GAUD 84]) and modular
refinement of nodes in dataflow graphs; that is, a node can be a
primitive dataflow operator or a dataflow subgraph. Modules
written in other languages such as Pascal can be used to represent
nodes.
Much of the research in dataflow processing has dealt with
defining the functionality, designing instruction level
architecture, or specifying programming methodologies. This has
not made urgent the formalization of the dataflow model itself..
Formalization is necessary, however, in relating dataflow to other
computation models, discovering properties of specific instances
of dataflow graphs (e.g., absence of deadlock), and in performance
evaluations. n'ormaliza'tion also makes possible the utilization of
dataflow graphs as abstract models of computation analogous to
Turing machines and Petri nets. It is from this motivation that
the present work stems. A formal set-relationship definition of a
specific kind of dataflow graph (an uninterpreted dataflow graph)
is presented. An illustration of its use in describing properties
is given in the form of a liveness theorem. we anticipate further
studies that illustrate its utility as a computation model and in
performance analysis.
11
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In the remainder of this paper, we introduce dataflow graphs
and how they can be used to :model computer systems includiny
parallel processors and even dataflow machines themselves. A
dataflow formalism will be intruluced for representing dataflow
graphs. The similarity between Petri nets (particulary, free
choice nets) and our dataflow graph models should be noted. We
will also introduce stochastic aspects into our models such that
performance and reliability of dataflow graph models of computer
systems can be analyzed.
u
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II. THE DATAFLOW CONCEPT
A dataflow graph is a bipartite directed gra ph where the two
types of nodes are called links and actors. Actors describe
operations while links receive data from a single actor and
tra^smit values to one or more actors by way of arcs. In its basic
form, ::odes (actors and links) are enabled for execution when all
input arcs contain tokens and no output arcs contain tokens. An
enabled node consumes values on input arcs and produces results on
output arcs. Arcs can be control oL data arcs. In the case of
control arcs, the tokens are of the type Boolean (true or false);
for data arcs, the tokens can of the type integer, real or
character. Ccntrol tokens are introduced to indicate the presence
of sequence control; certain actors are enabled only when the
right control values appear on the control input arcs. For a
complete description of dataflow concepts, the reader is referred
to [TREL 82].
The dataflow model of computation is neither based on :memory
structures that require inherent state transitions nor depend on
history sensitivity. Thus it eliminates some of the inherent von
Neumann pitfalls described; by Backus [BACK 78]. However, abstract
dataflow models, data driven systems and languages based on such
systems must encompass sufficiently powerful and general
mechanisms to make expression of .;oinplex algorithm constructs
concise and natual to be of full utility. Dataflow systems must be
19.
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capable of efficiently supporting the functionality commonly found
.n conventional computer systems if they are to be accepted into
general use. Support for such features as controlled si:aring of
global data, virtuaiization and communication between processes
must be addressed to allow data driven systems to be applied to
the large class of problems commonly addressed by pLoarammers and
system designers. In his dissertation, Landry [LAND 81] surveyed
some of the extensions made to the basic dataflow model to satisfy
these requirements.
Firing Semantic Set (FSS): The basic firing rule ado pted by most
dataflow researchers require that all input arcs contain tokens
and that no tokens be present on the output arcs. This provides an
adequate sequencing control mechanism when the nodes in dataflow
graphs represent primitive operations. However, if the nodes are
complex procedures, or dataflow subgraphs, a more generalized
firing control for both input and output arcs is required. Landry
[LAND 311 discussed a comprehensive firing semantic specification
for dataflow nodes. The firing semantic set refeLs to a subset of
input arcs that must contain tokens to enable the node. Similarly,
a. subset of output arcs are required to be empty. When the node is
fired, tokens are removed from the input firing semantic set of
arcs and tokens are placed on the output firing semantic set of
arcs. For different instances of eAecution of a node, the firing
sets may be different, thus introducing nondeterminacy. Our formal
Nn
7model of 6ataflow grapliz incorporates this generalized firing
specification.
SOME DATAFLOW GRAPH MODELS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Here we show how dataflow graphs can be used to model computer
systems. The examples include a simple conventional control unit,
a fault-tolerant computer based on von Neumann architecture that
emphasizes de^erministic synchronization among the concurrent
tasks and the MIT dataflow, processor. Cnly high-level models are
shown in this paper. However, nodes in the graphs can be expanded
to represent instruction-set level architecture.
1. pataflow Model of SIFT: SIFT is an ultLarEliable avionics
computer built by NASA-Langley Research Center to study the
possibility of completely automating commercial aircrafts [WENS
781. SIFT has chosen to achieve fault tolerance using software.
The SIFT system consists of several BDX 930 computers built by
Bendix Corporation. The software consists of tasks classified as
application tasks and executive tasks. Executive tasks are
responsible for schedulin g
 tasks on SIFT processors, detecting
errors, reconfiguring the system, synchronizing the various
processors (to within 50 microseconds) and input/output from the
sensors. Examples of application tasks are yaw damper, the pitch
inner loop and the roll_ inner loop.
IiA
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For the purpose of maximizing determinism in scheduling,
computations in SIFT are conducted in regular time segments called
frames and subframes. At present, the length of a subframe is 3.2
milliseconds and there are 50 subframes to a frame. EEch task runs
at a regular rate, the fastest running once every frame and otners
running once every other frame or with even longer period. Tasks
that run once every frame are scheduled to specific subframes
while the slower tasks are scheduled during the remaining
subframes.
During a subframe, the status of the processor is saved, and
the values pLoduced by the task are broadcast to other processors.
The values received from other processors are voted. If an error
is detected, the processor marks the faulty processor in its error
table and when the number of errers marked for a processor exceeds
a threshold, an error is reported. The system is then
reconfigured. Fig. 1 shows a high level dataflow model of a SIFT
processor. The nodes in the graphs can be further expanded into
dataflow subgraphs. Or, the actual code representing the tasks can
be used to represent the nodes.
2. Dataflow___Model of a Sgle Computer System: Baer [BAER 80, p
711 gave a Petri net model representing the control flow in the
execution of an instruction in a single accumulator ALU. Fig. 2
shows a dataflow equivalent of the Petri net given by Baer. The
nodes in the graph are intentionally named by the events in order
\I
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9High Level Data Flow Graph
for a SIFT Processor.
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Fi g 2 DATAFLOW MODEL OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM
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to facilitate interpretation. For the sake of clarity, control
arcs and links are not drawn; their presence can be easily seen at
the selection (oval shaped) nodes. Funnel shaped actors are
enabled when one of its input arcs receives a token. Upon firing,
the funnel passes the token on its input arc on to the output arc.
Tokens on more than one input arc leads to multiple firings of
funnel.
3. Dataflow Model of a Dataflow Computer System: Fig. 3 shows a
nigh-level block diagram of MIT dataflow processor [DENN i5]. A
high level dataflow g raph model of MIT system is shcwn is Fig. 4.
Memory unit can produce one or more tokens on its output arcs,
depending on the number of instructions enabled. The arbitration
network schedules one instruction packet at a time; this is done
in order to simplify the dataflow graph. Control and Distribution
network also receive multiple inputs, but work on one packet at a
time. The packet routing networks (arbitraticn, distribution and
control networks) can be represented as dataflow subgraphs
detailing how the pakets are routed in the MIT dataflow system.
;I
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Result
Packets
Instruction,
Packets
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Fig. 3.	 MIT Data Flow Processor
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Fig. 4. Dataflow Graph Model for MIT Data Flow Processor
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III. DATAFLOW FORMALISM
;re
Definition 1: A Da
types of nodes are
G =
Here,	 A is
L is
E is
aflow grap
called Act
< A U L, E
the set of
the set of
the set of
h is a bipartite graph where the two
2,Lz and Links
>	 (1)
actors
links
edges
E C (A x L) U (L x A)	 (2)
Associated with each actor is a function f that describes the
action performed by that node. Arcs are labeled by the type of the
tokens carried by the arcs.
S is a non-empty set of links called starting s_ej (input links)
S	 r 1	 L	 '	 (a,l) i E	 t a m A	 (3)
T is a non-empty set of links called terminating Sit (output
links)
T	 =	 l e L	 (l,a) : E	 4 a	 A	 (4)
The set of input links to an actor a and output links from an
actor a are denoted as I(a) and 0(a).
I(a)	 =	 1	 L	 (i,a)	 E	 (5)
0(a)	 =	 1	 L	 (a,l)	 E	 (6)
11
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Similarly, I(1) and 0(1) can be defined for links.
If a is an actor then I(a) *
 designate: the set of links that are
input links to a, or input links to the actors that feed the input.
links of a, and so on (transitive closure).
I(a)*	=	 1	 L	 1	 I(a), or 1-_	 I(I(I(a))),.. ti	 (7)
*
Similarly, O(a) defines all set of links that are output links
from a, or output links from the actors fed by the output links of
a, and so on.
	
O(a) * _	 { 1 e L	 1 E 0(a) or 1 E 0(O(O(a))) , ... }	 (8)
If 5 c A is a subset of actors than I(B) and O(B) define the set
of links that are input links and output links of actors
belonging to 8, respectively.
	
I(B)	 _	 { 1	 L	 1	 I(b)	 for b	 s
	
O(B)	 _	 { 1	 L	 1 O(b)	 for b	 B ;	 (9)
Definition 2: For a dataflow graph the following conditions are
true.
I (a)j >
	
0	 for
I (1)1	 0 or 1	 for
O(a)j 7	 0	 for
0(1)+ - 0 or 1 for
Although this definition seems to
discovered that most uataflow graphs
condition. This restriction allows
dataflow graphs into free-choice Pet
into dataflow graphs [BUCK 84].
all actors a F A
all links 1	 L
all actors a	 A	 (10)
all links 1	 L
lack generality, we have
can be rewritten to fit this
us to isomorphically map
ri nets and free-choice nets
\1
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purpose of studying the
of computer systems, w,!
La, in that the actual
the actors and the data
The presence of tokens on
to enable nodes.
raph to mean uninterpreted
Uninterpreted Dataflow Graphs: For the
performance of dataflow graph models
introduce uninterpreted dataflow g;ap
meaning of the functions performed by
carried by the arcs is not relevent.
arcs are used only as triggering signals
Note: We will use the term dataflow q
dataflow graph throughout this paper.
Definition 3: A marking is a function
M :	 L	 -- 0 ,1 'r	 (11)
A link 1 is said to contain a token in a marking M if M(1) = 1.
An initial markinc M. is a marking in which a subset of starting
set of links contain tokens.
A	 terminal ma king M t is a marking in which a subset of the
terminating set of links contains tokens.
FIRING AND FIRI14G SEMANTIC SETS
Associated with each actor are two sets of links called input
firing semantic set F 1 and output firing semantic set F2
F i (a,M) c I(a)
F 2 (a,M) G 0(a)	 (12)
The input firing semantic set F 1 refers to the subset of input
links that must contain tokens to enable the actor; the output
firina semantic set E,	 refers to the subset of links that receive
'	 L
tokens when the actor is fired.
Jai
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Definition 4: A Bing is a partial mapping from markings to
markings.
An actor a is firable at a marking M if the following conditions
hold
	
M(1)	 =	 1	 for all 1	 F1 (a,M)
	
M(1)	 =	 0	 for all 1 = 2 (a,M)	 (13)
When the actor is fired, tokens from the firing set F (a,M) are
consumed and new tokens are placed on each link 	 belonging to the
output firin3 semantic set F2 (a,M).
Thus, a new marking M' resulting from the firing of an actor a in
marking M can be derived as col1o,4s.
	
M 111 1)
	 =	 0	 if 1	 F (a,M)
1	 if 1-
	
F , (a,M)	 (14)
	
M(1)	 otherwise
a
Such firing of an actor is indicated by M —r M'.
Depending on whether F	 and F 2 select only one, a proper subset
1	 L
or the entire set of input and output links the following node
firing rules are defined.
Conjunctive: All the input links must contain tokens for the actor
to fire. That is.
	
F	 (a, M)	 =	 I(a)	 for all M	 (15)
1
Disjunctive: Only one of the input links must contain a token for
the actor to fire. That is,
	
F	 ( a, M)	 =	 1	 for all M	 (16)
1
1
Collective: One or more of the input link: may contain tokens for
t'ne actor to fire. That is,
Fl (a,M)	 C	 I(a)	 for all M	 (17)
Selective: When the actor fires, only one of the output links
receives a token. That is,
F	 (a,M)	 =	 1	 for all M	 (18)
Distributive: When the actor fires, all the output links receive
tokens, That is,
FZ (a, M)	 O(a)	 for 	 all M	 (19)
The graphical representations of these possibilities are shown in
Fig. 5.
Non-Deterministic Firing Semantics: Since, in our study,
uninterpreted dataflow graphs are used for analyzing performance
or reliability by applying stochastic methods, F 1 , and FZ are
made non-deterministic; for different instances of execution of a
node, the firing semantic sets may be different. This eliminates
the need for control arcs in dataflow models. The choice arisina
due to control tokens are incorporated into F and F 2 by
associating probability distributions with the firing semantic
sets. For example, the T-gate [DENN 74] shown in Fig.6 (a) will be
ceplaced by Fig. 6 (b). The firing sets F and F are defined as
follows.
F 	 -	 I(T)	 =	 11
FI	 =	 O(T)	 = 11,	 with probability p	 (20)
with probability 1-p
13
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a c) Col le
F 1 (a,ri) ^ i^a)
a) Conju
F1(a
b) Disju
IF, (a
d) Selective
I F 2 (a,M) I	 =	 1
e) Distrubutive
11	 1	 F 2 "3 ,M)	 = 0(a)
Fig. 5.
	
Firing Rules
_^A^
LW
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The probability p depends on the frequency of having a TRUE value
on the control arc of the T-gate.
1
C 1 T
P
12
(a). T-gate	 (b). nondeterministic gate
FIG. 6 Norci,-,^erministic Firing Semantics
P[F (a,M))is the probability that in a marking M, F , (a,M) is the
.	 i
input firing semantic set; this probability function determines
which subset of tokens on input links (should a choice be made)
will be consumed when the actor a is fired in marking M.
Similarly, P[F2 (a,M)] defines the probability function on the
output fi:i.ag semantic sets; P[F 2 (a,M)] is the probability that
when the actor a is fired in M, the subset of output links given
by F (a,M) will receive tokens.
2
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Definition 5: Firing Se§iuence Q is a sequence of markings
resulting from the firing of actors, in the order in which the
actors are enabled. When actors can be fired concurrently, the
order is arbitrary.
An actor a is sai-3 to belong to Q if a is fired at least once in
tae firing sequence Q . We say that M leads to M' via Q if, M'
is the new marking that is derived from the marking M when the
actors in the firing sequence	 are fired. This is denoted by
M	 CY4 M'
A forwar!d marking clash M of a marking M is the set of markings
which can be derived (or reached) from M via some firing sequence.
M	 =	 M'	 I	 M	 M 	 ( 21)
for some firing sequence 7 'r
Definition 6: A dataflow graph is said to terminate pronerly if
there exists a firing sequence that leads an initial marking M
to a terminal marking Mt.
DEADLOCKS AND LIVENESS IN DATAFLOW GRAPHS
A node that cannot fire in a dataflow graph that models a
component of a computer system would seem anamolous and we should
be able to identify such situations. Deadlocks can be avoided in
dataflow machines by providing feedback to actors using control
\1
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tokens [MISU 751. Since our model omits control tokens, it is
necessary to derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for
liveness arid absence of deadlocks in dataflow graphs. This is
similar to the concept of liveness in Petri nets which has been
found valuable in modeling deadlock-freeness of operating systems
[ PETE 77, AGER 791  .
Definition 7: An actor a is potentially firable in a marking M, if
there exists a marking M' ,. M such that a is enabled in M', except
when M is a terminal marking.
An actor a is said to be blocked in a marking M, if for all
markings M'	 M, a is not enabled.
An actor a	 is live in. M if a is potentially firable in all
markings M'r- M , except when M' is a terminal marking.
A dataflow graph is live in a marking M if a non-empty subset of
actors C e A are live. Liveness in Petri nets require that all
transitions be live, implying that C = A. For the present, we
will allow a partial liveness in dataflow graphs.
A dataflow graph is blocked in a :narking M if the graph is not
live in M. That is C = t.
A dataflow graph is deadlocked - if the graph is blocked in a
marking M'= M) where Mo is an initial marking, except when M' is
a terminal marking. We will consider a dataflow graph
deadlock-free if it terminates properly.
For some actor a	 A and a forward marking class 	 M of some
1
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marking M,
F 1 ( a, M )	 _	 { 1 = L	 1E Fl
 ( a, M' ) where
M' E M	 and
	
(22)
a is finable in M'}
F2 ( a, M )	 _
F 1 ( B, M )	 and F2 ( B,
defined similarly.
{ 1	 L ; 1 EF2 ( a, M') where
M' - M and a is
	 (23)
firable in M'}
M ) when B is a subset of actors can be
Theorem: Suppose B S A be the subset of actors that are blocked
in a nonterminal marking M. Then the dataflow graph is live in M
if and only if
y
F1 (A-B, M )	 =	 F2 (A-B, M )	 (24)
Proof: Necessrary Condition: If the dataflow graph is live then
equation (24) holds.
This condition is proved by contradiction,.
Suppose that the dataflow graph is live, but
F 1 (A-B, M )	 *	 F2 (A-B, M )
Case 1: There exists a link 1 = F 1 (A-B, M ) but 1 4 F2 (A-B, M ).
Since only actors in A-B are live ( and hence firable in M), only
F 2 (A-B, M ) can contain tokens in all markings M'	 M. This
implies that there exists an actor b	 A-B and a marking M' M
such that the link 1
	 F1 (b, M') does not contain a token. The
24
actor b is blocked which is contrary to the assumption that actors
in A-B are live.
Case 2: There exists a link 1
	
F2 (A-B, M ) but 1 ^ F1 (A-B, M ) .
Since only actors in A-B can fire in all markings M'E M , only
tokens on links in F 1 (A-B, M	 are consumed.
Since 1 # F 1 (A-B, M ), 1 will contain an unconsumed token. This
would lead to an actor k = A-B and a marking M' E M such that
1 - F 2 (b, M'), to be blocked. This is again contrary to the
assumption that actors in A-B are live.
Hence,	 F1 (A-B, M )	 =	 F2 (P.-B, M )
Sufficient Condition: If equation (24) holds then the dataflow
graph is live.
We will prove this condition by contradiction. Suppose that
F, (A-B, M )	 =	 F2 (A-B, M )
but the dataflow graph is not live. Let b c A-B be an actor that
is not live in M. That is, there exists a marking M'= M such that
b is not potentially firable in M'
Case 3: The actor b is not firable because, some link 1:- F1(b,M')
does not contain a token. Since F2 (A-B, M ) are the only set of
links that can contain tokens in M , 1 5t F 2 (A-B, M ). This is a
contradiction since we assumed that equation (24) holds.
Case 4: The actor b is not firable in i1' because, for some link
1	 F (b,M'), 1 contains an unconsumed token. Since only tokens in
2
F l (A-B, M ) can be consumed, 1^ F 1 (A-B, M ). This is again
contrary to the assumption that equation (24) holds.
i s
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Thus, a dataflow graph is live if and only if equation (24) holds.
F 1 (A-B, M )	 = F2 (A-B, M )
Corollary 1: If A-B	 then F2 (A-B, M )	 t .
If A-B is not null then F I ( A-B, M ) is not null, since an actor is
enabled only if at least one of its input links contain a token.
Thus,	 F2 (A-B, M ) is not null.
Corollary 2: If the input firing semantic set F for all arcs is
conjunctive and the output firing semantic set F 	 for all arcs is
distributive, that is,
F 1 (b,M') = I(b)	 for all b	 A-B and all M' = M
F2 (b,M') = 0(b)	 for all b	 A-B and all M'	 M
then, the dataflow graph is live if and only if
I(A-B) = 0(A-B)
The asterisk implies a transitive closure on the input and output
links of the actors in A-B.
Remarks: The above theorem does not guarantee that the number of
tokens flowing through a dataflow graph remains constant, but that
the tokens be conserved over a firing sequence. This allows for
some actors consuming more tokens than they produce while other
producing more than they consume. Thus in a non-terminating
deadlock-free dataflow graphs all firing sequences are repeatable.
A Markov process for dataflow graphs can be defined by associating
\1
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states with markings. Markings that enable blocked nodes in the
dataflow graphs lead to dead states (or failed states).
Dataflow graphs as defined here are Sig, since at most one
token can be present on a link. Some dataflow researchers have
relaxed the firing rules to allow multiple tokens flowing on arcs;
arcs are treated as pipelines of tokens. This would lead to
k-bounded dataflow graphs where k is the maximum number of tokens
that can flow on an arc. Equation (11) must be rewritten as
M:	 L	 R U {0}	 (25)
equation (13) must be rewritten as
M(1)	 7 1	 for all 1 E F 1 (a,M)
M(1)	 L k	 for all 1 E F 2 (a,M)	 (26)
and equation (14) as
M'(1)	 =	 M(1) - 1	 if 1	 F1 (a,M)
=	 M(1) + 1	 if 1 _ F2 (a,M)	 (27)
=	 M(1) otherwise
The dataflow liveness theorem can be extended to account for
k-boundedness. However, we have decided to map dataflow graphs
into free-choice Petri nets and use safeness and liveness
properties of Petri nets.
A
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a formal definition of
dataflow graphs. Necessary and sufficient conditions for liveness
in dataflow graphs are derived. The uninterpreted dataflow graphs
can be used to analyze performance and reliability of computer
systems including dataflow computers. Stochastic properties can be
incorporated into dataflow graphs. we are in the process of
deriving isomorphic mappings between Petri nets and aninterpreted
dataflow graphs. Such mappings would enable us in carrying
mathematical formulations available for Petri nets over to
dataflow graph models.
l^
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SIMULATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS USING
A DATAFLOW SIMULATOR (DFDLS)
Krishna M. Kavi and Robert M. Boyd
The University of Texas at Arlington
ABSTFACT
In this paper we describe a dataflow simulator that can be
used to simulate computer system as dataflow graphs and test the
functionality of the modeled system. High level dataflow graph
models of three different computer systen are used to illustrate
our approach. DFDLS provides the computer systems designer with a
CAD environment that enables highly parallel and complex systems
to be defined and tested at all levels.
FCQyw4j-da: Dataflow Graphs, Dataflow Computers, Simulation and
Modeling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years dataflow models, dataflow languages and
computer systems based on dataflow principles are attracting much
attention in the United States, Japan and other countries. The
major motivation behind the recent surge in datailow architectures
is the desire to enhance performance. It !s believed that next
generation computer systems wiles he based on non-von Neumann model
of computation, like dataflow, as such systems can be designed to
deliver billions of operations per second (TREL 82a). The second
motivation is the desire to exploit VLSI techniques in the design
of computers. Because of the regularity of the processing elements
and communication circuits, dataflow architectures are suitable
for VLSI implementation.
Much of the research in dataflow processing has dealt with
defining the functionality, designing instruction level
architecture, or specifying programming methodologies. This has
not made urgent the formalization of the dataflow model itself.
Formalization is necessary, however, in relating dataflow to other
computation models, discovering properties of specific instances
of dataflow graphs, in simulation and performance evaluation. In a
companion paper (KAVI 841, we hava presented a formal definition
of dataflow graphs.
In this paper we present the application of dataflow graph
models in the simulation of computer systems. Because of the
hierarchical nature and the modularity of da^aflow graphs, bott
software tasks and hardware units can be modeled in a uniform way
using dataflow graphs [KAVI 83].
1.1. Simulation of computer systems:
Conventional simulation models fall into one of two types:
process-oriented and event-driven. Process-oriented simulation
consists	 of modules (programs)	 that define attributes and
activities of the system. A process description comprises
declarations, computations and control statements, and sequencing
statements. One type of sequencing statement is that used to
represent activity execution times such as the "hold(t)" statement
of SIMULA. The processes are scheduled, suspended and reactivated
in accordance to the process description. In event-driven
simulation, all events are ordered by their scheduled times. The
next event in the list is executed and the system clock is updated
to the time of the event. Most logic simulations are event-driven.
Simulation of computer systems can be at one of four levels:
circuit level, gate level, register-transfer level or system
level. Each of the levels employs models which are simplifications
of those of the preceding levels, both in quantitative terms and
in terms of behavior [BREU 721. Depending on the level of detail,
the system is simulated at one of the above four levels. The
system being simulated is modeled using a simulation language
(e.g. SIMSCRIPT, GP:'S). Typically, the model consists of input
variables, output variables and the function which describes the
transformation of inputs into outputs.
Datafiow languages ;: , d models can be effP^:Iively used to
h
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simulate a logic system. In its basic form, a dataflow model
consists of graphs with nodes that describe the function of a unit
and arcs which are inputs to a node or outputs from a node. The
main feature of a dataflow model is its hierarchical nature: a
node in the model can be a simple node or a dataflow subgraph.
Thus such models can be used to selectively change the level of
simulation to any level of detail without modifying other pa=ts of
the simulation. Also, a dataflow model provides for modular
simulation in the sense that any section of the unit can be
modeled and tested without modeling the entire system. Dataflow
simulation can be classified as a process-oriented simulation. A
process description (or node description) comprises computational
statements. Control statements are defined by special control
i
nodes and arcs. Sequencing in dataflow is described by the
structure of the graph (connections between nodes) and thus an
inherent part of the model itself.
At UCLA, Karplus and Ercegovac ([KARP 82], [GAUD 84]) are
attempting to use dataflow principles in high speed digital
simulations. Srini [SRIN 831 has extended the basic dataflow to
model supercomputers like Cray 1S. Another example of a
hierarchical simulation tool is LOGOS [HEAT 72]. LOGOS is based on
Petri-net concept. The LOGOS representational system uses two
directed graphs, one for data flow and the ether for control flow.
The control flow graph sequences the data transformations and
defines the contrc). flow of the model.
♦ .i Lam. ^.^^'^	 ^	 i ^ ^ r^
1.2. The Dataflow Concept:
A dataflow program is a bipartite directed graph where the two
types of nodes are called links and actors. Actors describe
operations while links receive data from a single actor and
transmit values to one or more actors by way of arcs. In its basic
form, nodes (actors and links) are enabled for execution when all
input arcs contain tokens and no output arc contains a value. An
enabled node consumes values on input arcs and produces results on
output arcs. For a complete description of dataflow concept the
reader is referred to [TREL 82b].
The dataflow model of computation is neither based on memory
Ftructures that require inherent state transitions nor depend on
history sensitivity. Thus it eliminates sDme of the inherent
von Neumann pitfalls described by Backus [BACK 781. However,
abstract dataflow models, data driven system and languages based
on such systems must encompass sufficiently powerful and general
mechanisms to make expression of complex algorithm constructs
concise and natual to be of full utility. Dataflow systems must be
capable of efficiently supporting the functionality commonly found
in conventional computer systems if they are to be accepted into
general use. Support for such features as controlled sharing of
global data, virtualization and communication between processes
must be addressed to allow data driven systems to be applied to
the large class of problems commonly addressed by programmers and
system designers. In his thesis, Landry [LAND 811 surveyed some of
the extensions made to basic dataflow model to satisfy these
I- O-W
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requirerents. Our formal model cf dataflow graphs [KAVI 84]
includes several of the exensions.
1.3. Extensions to Dataflow:
Some of the fundamental attributes of the basic dataflow model
that makes it appealing for applications to certain class of
problems also restricts its utility in others. One of the missing
concepts in basic dataflow is memory. There is no easy way 3L
modeling memory units. Ore can treat the entire memory as a token,
but this is cumbersome.
Reference Tokens: At the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, the
concept of updatable memory was introduced along with
multi-threaded control flow [TREL 79). This model incorporates all
of the fundamental attributes of the dataflow but relaxes the
requirement that only tokens which re;Yesent values flow along
arcs. Instead, reference-tokens and control-tokens are introduced
as primitive notions within the model. Reference-tokens are tokens
containing names (addresses) used to access memory. Control-tokens
are signals used to trigger successor	 instructions without
transporting any data values.
The principle firing rule in this model requires that the
combination of data tokens, reference tokens and control tokens
specified as being mandatory for firing be present 	 before
execution be performed. These input tokens alcny with the
specification of the instruction to be performed is referred to as
an instruction-packet. Since the inclusion of reference-tokens
implies that data values are stored separate from the instruction
0
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packet, the model dictates that the supporting architecture
include mechanisms for collecting reference values, determining
when a node is enabled, retrieving data values, and forming
instruction packets.
Structured Tokens: In the basic dataflow, the tokens are of scalar
type. Almost all implementations of data-driven systems, however,
permit tokens to be of more complex structures. In the MIT
dataflow system, [DENN 74], data structures are maintained on a
heap. The actors are designed so that their execution does not
change values on the heap. Instead, whenever a new value is
created, a node is added to the heap to represent the new value.
New actors like source, append, select, exists are added in order
to access the data structures on the heap.
Firing Semantic Set: The basic firing rule adopted by most
dataflow researchers requires that all input arcs contain a token
and that no tokens be present on the output arcs. When the
dataflow graph is simple and the nodes are primitive actors like
add or subtract, this provides for an adequate sequencing control
mechanism. However, if the nodes are complex procedures or
subgraphs, more generalized firing control for both input and
output arcs is required. At the University of Southwestern
Louisiana [LAND 81] and the University of Texas at Arlington [KAVI
84], a comprehensive and general firing semantic specifications
are provided. For these models where the nodes are defined in a
way where only a subset of the input arcs must contain tokens and
only a subset of output arcs must not contain tokens, the concept
c^
of firing semantic sets are introduced. The input firing set
refers to the set of input arcs that will enable a node when
tokens are present on each of the arc; the output firing set
refers to the set of output arcs that will receive tokens when the
node completes execution and hence should not contain tokens
before the node is enabled. For different instances of execution
of the node, the firing sets may be different, thus introducing
non-determinacy and providing for interaction with the supporting
environment.
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2. DFDLS: An Overview
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DFDLS (pronounced as daffodilsi
	 is an extensive data flow
i
imuiatioii writ ter. in Pascal and i^. currently available on both DEC 20
and VAX 7eC comp leter itjstems	 Simulation of computer systems,
	 both
hardware snd soFt;ware, can be performed usiiiq data flow concepts.
The major features of DFDLS are given below
1	 Tokens on data flow arcs can be structured data items.
Existing data flow computers and lan g uages permit only elementary data
types like integer, real, and characters.	 DFDLS allows the Pascal
data	 type	 A-^	 this time, record data types are not processed, but
will bs included soon
2. Firing set semantics can be specified in DFDLS.
	
In the basic
data	 flow,	 a	 ioode i^, enabled for exE-cution only when all input arcs
cortain tokens and no tokens are present on the output arcs.
	
These	 I .
firing semantics are extended in the mandatury input values required
for the node to execui:e.
3. Nodes in DFDLS can be data flow subpraphs. In most of the
existing data flow systems only primitive functions such as ADD two
numbers are permitted. 	 In our system,	 a node can be a primitive 	
ifunction refined by the system,	 a data flow subgraph or a Pascalprocedure provided by the user.	 These Pascal
	
procedures are linked 	 i
aynamically by-the runtime environment. 	 i
4. she input language is very simple.
	 DFDLS	 interprets
simulation modeis expressed
	
in our textual	 language.	 There is a
one-to-one correspgndencs between the data flow g raphs ail the textual
-epresentation	 ±hus,	 data flow graphs can be translated directly
into the input lan g uage	 This al so
 provides for g raphical	 interface
that can be designed at a later date
5. slow structure: and Recursion:
	 the present implementation
u 	 DruLS permits a rta st— icted block s'1r-, 1 cture in That, all names must
be unique.
	 Re_ur.ion is not allowed.	 However, we are in the process
c a extenain9 0F5 :_3 to allow more general nesting of blocks and
recursion	 Fa-a;sa of our	 data	 structures arid modular	 design	 of	 I
DFDLS,	 this addition is strai,ht Forward,	 Separate descriptor tables
and node table_ will be created for each block and display stack 	 will	 i
be used to implement recursion and static scopes.
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	 URLGIN	 FAC-Z IS
^r^OF. POOR
^program;-
 [
node: _*n,}
	
{in0o^_^ect>	 . "output .
 sect:,
<node_env} =	 m^^E^	 ^node_i^^^	 ^igpe_sect^`	 ^FSS_sect^
	
{funct_sect}
^t4pe_s^cr^ =	 p mvtY	 TYPE	 ^any
	
valid PASCAL type	 section:',
{^SS_se ` t, 1-: S.3.	 [	 STD
	
|
NON
—
STD
	
{FS5_spec}	 [ <FBS_spec} ]
^arc_lzst .-I d,
	
[	 {arc_id)	 J
^funct_sect^ =	 FUN 171IOM^	 [	 DFG	 :block	 list}
PAS	 `NRM_id}	 |
L10	 -:NRM_zd>	 J
^010ch_115+^ 'child._node}	 [	 ' ` niid_node}	 ]
{chzld_nod p } =	 <nnde_id}
<mRM_id7' .	 =	 NP 	 _prugr am_ L d}
< proy ram
—
 id^ `:na-ne	 nf	 a	 user	 :,L;ppi.i p d	 PASCAL	 procedure
or	 system provided
	
procedure}
 :input _s p ct.', INPUTS	 inputs}
^inputs uot_arc" 	 L	 !-.;ut_arc}	 ]
<input_arc: . *
 _id}	 {t^oe^'
{output_sect} OUTPUTS
	 {outpucs}
{ootputs^ {output_arc',	 L	 {nutput__arc>	 ]
utPut_a-c} =	 4RC	 {arc_id:: >	tgpe}	 ^dest_l1st}
.type:' =	 ^valxd PASCAL type declared
	 in TYPE section}
{Jest_lzst} =	 es ' —node,,	[	 {uest_node}	 ]
{dest_node} {nodp_id>
{nnde_id^ ^^=	 {^d>
^arc_id} {id^
{id} =	 {ang alphanumeric	 name	 of	 10 characters	 or	 less}
|
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The ma.,ur dart? ;cructur p s in DF•Di_51 are the descriptor table
	
(UT)
and	 th= nude taula N `	 The descriptrr table describei the arcs in
the data flew program wniie the nude table keeps t r ack of the nodes in
a .ata *low prvy;ram
Tne ?ntrie	 In the Descriptor table are described in FIG.1.
DTF P tr = -[% T E,
DT' = Record
Arc Name	 ID;
5z)urce_NTE . ID;	 (+^ is an output of this NTE *>
fype_Decl	 Boolean, (-*true if this DTE i; a type declaration*)
Num_Des*.ina*ions
	 Integer;
Dests_Remaining : Integer;
This_Arc_is . Arc Type;
-Further_Desr
	
UTE_Ptr;
Prev	 DTC Ptr;
Ne:. t	 DTE.^Ptr;
Memptr	 Integer,
Allocated : Boolean;
Num_ Record _Elements
	 Integer;
Arr _Dims : Arr_Ptr;
End;	 (+r DTE *)
Ili = Packed Array [1. . Max_ID_i.An; 13f Char;
Arc. Type = ('J_1:har. V_Int, V—Re.a:.
V-Al*a, V_Array, V_Jrknouin• V_Record),
Ar- Ftr = Arr Dim Desc,
Ar r _.}i'm_De=c = Record
rJt r l]e	 inr. BG2ri
Lower	 Inteq-+r;
Vp,- e r	 Integer;
Dim Pt1 • . Ar r Ptr;
Enc; i Arr dim Desc *)
t
r
t n
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The ertr:_, s tn the node table are described in FIG. 2. 	 A NTE
(node	 t:a , Ie entry)	 contains the name of the node, the name of the
parent node. -i list	 of	 the
	
children,	 nodes,	 function	 description,
firing	 semantic	 _e t ,	 pointers	 to	 input arc descriptions (in DT),
pointers to output arc_ descriptions (in DT'- and destinations for each
output ar,=	 Whet, the tiring semantic set is satisfied, the node is in
"ready' S :ate,	 a *:(i in the "not — ready" state otherwise.	 If a node	 is
a	 data flo g, g- • a p h and the internal n:)des are currently executing, the
state :_* the node is "children firing".	 When the	 node	 is	 scheduled
Fci r exe,ui:ion, the sta te i- "firing".
nor each input arc, the availability of a token on the arc 	 is
also maintained.	 The free state	 in the output arc description
indicates that there exists no value on the output arc. 	 A node can
not fire i f an output arc contains tokens and one or more destination
nodes are using the tokens. 	 This restriction will be relaxed later by
treating arcs a^ queues.	 The tokens produced will be consumed in FIFO
mariner.
ORYiMAL PACE'
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NTE = Record
Node_ID : IC:
Paren t Id	 ID;
L• ioc4 Head . Block List Ptr;	 (* List of (_'hildren for a DFG a)
F ,-)tict	 Funct_C1as ,
-F,.:,_T'jpe . FSS .'_ass;
FS'^ Head
	 FES^Ptr,
In;,ut Head	 Input Ptr;
Output ±dead	 Output—Ptr;
St-atu	 . Status _C1a;s;
Next	 NTE_Ptr:
Fi ev	 NTE_Ptr;
Ca=e f'rype
	 Funct—Class Of
PAS: UF;=	 (NRM	 1D);
LIG	 (LNRM	 Lib_Class ► ;
End,	 k* NTE * )
Fig. 2. NODE TABLE ENTRIES
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FSS Ptr = 'FSS_Rec
FSS Rec = Record;
Arr_L-isr,_H.zad
	
Arc Li -st _Ptr;
Next : FSS i•tr 
End,	 r	 PEE Rec *;
B ! ncM_l-jst Pt• r =- -`Block_List Rec;
Viock -i_ist yRec _ Record;	 Child Node nF a DFG ^► )
Node ID :	 If;:
Next -
	Block Ljst Ptr
Enai	 (* 0,nc 
	 L.I'6t F? E. 0 *)
Input_Ptr = input_Rec;
Input_Fier. = Record.
.rc_Name • II),
A r c _Availabilitq . Availability—Class;
Next:
	 I n P ut_Ftr
End;	 (* I,1put_Rec *)
Output_ l tr = "•Output_Rec;
OutplstPe ,_ = Rec-jrd,
Arc Name	 ID;	 i
Dest; Head	 Dust Ptr;
Next	 Output—Ptr
End;	 (* Output_Rec •x)
Lest Ptr = "Destination_Rec;
Daztinat ► oTI ReC = Record;
Node ID	 ID;
Next
	 Dest Ptr;
End	 Destination_Rec +^)
FS5_Clas3 = (STD; NON STD,UTI-lefined FSS); I	 ^
Fvnct_Clas; _ •'I?FG, PAS, LIB,Undpfined_Funct_Class);
A r c
—
Li-=t
—
Ptr = 'Ar=_l_ist_Rec.
AT, r List Rec = Recora;
Arc Name	 II):
Next
	
Ar: !_ist Ptr;	 {
FIG 2.
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ORIGINAL PAG._ rS
OF P.'^T; QUALIN3 Mayor Moaulos In D^-uLS
The PST—Manager is used to create, search, 	 and find node table
entt • ie:	 One	 entry	 est-:ts	 f or ea-h nude d*fined in the data flow
progra.r
The L-T — Mar;ag-i r p r ovides functiuns	 identical	 to those of	 the
NT—Mant, g er ex_eg,4.	 the	 0-ems being manipulated are data descriptors
which describe tno da`a toh.Cns
The Aeady List Man:,?er controls the operation of the ready 	 list.
it contains tho;< . nodes which are ready to be firea and provides
runctions to insert and delete nodes f r om the ready list in addition
to returning the pert node in the Ready List queue. 	 Although a
first—in Pirst —out list structure is maintained, prioritized execution
is planned in the future
The Parser consumer. the textual input 	 language which describes
the	 data	 floc., graph.	 As the text is examined, data structures for
noses, data •descriptors, and ready	 list	 entries	 are allocated	 and
linked to existing ones.
The Node Mana g er cort — oi-2 the run — time portion of the simulation.
I+ schedui-ta t ► . e ntrt note for execution and in Forms destination nodes
that inputs ar: ,avallaOla.	 when the F_ring	 semantic	 set	 (FSS)	 has
been s a tis , led, the n ude is inserted ir i tu the rear of the ready list
The i%emory Man ager controls the a!iocation and 0eallocation of
tn.?	 token s. 	o+i;: or mop a of the four hna[•s created for ',r;e primitive
i ii r a ty p e=	 More	 tempi -- X	 aa'.a	 stru:tc.-r • es	 are	 bro'.er	 intC	 their
, ^omponen f For,n^ which a:^ stored I n the h eaps above
F
f n
I
The Library mcdULe provia,±s all :+ the Functions Which are to be
incluInd	 ',;I t;r, 	 t 11_	 SIOUIs;:Cr	 Cat-3;orias	 includw unary and binary
in p u t 	 as we L. ai nuiripie input and sp p cial functions.	 The
fo'.lowin,	 i =	 ::s+ of lih-a; • y funct;.ons and the data types they can
: perate on	
Qc'rt ..
4F r- R Q^
4 Avai iable Futictiors
On ar q Functions
---------------------------------------------------------
Name Input Output
-----.- --- -----+--•--- --- ----------•--+----- --- -------------
---__..._ __ __-+-- ---- ------- --- 	 -a--------------------;
NOT Boolean	 ; Boolean
t;Ec; Integer/Real	 :.
IN Integer/Real
	
; Real
r05 integer/Real
	! Real
TAN Inte4Fr 1 Hea1	 ; Real	 !
FIX Heal	 ; Integer	 i
ilg T Real Integer	 S
;	 rL0<+' !	 integer Real
CHR irteyer/Real	 ; Character
ORD Character	 : Integer
i?inary	 Functions
+--------___---+--- __ --- --------+-- --- ------- ---------+
PvAM i nputs 011tput
--------- --- --* --------------•----+--------------- ------ S
----._.—.------- -------------------------------------------
'	 sue Integer / Real	 ; integeriRval
i;IJ IntegttriReai	 : inter -,r%Real
MO%, S	 irtrger Integer
E f' ;Inn/RealiChar/D)oi: 600lpir
NE Jr%t.'Re+al!Char/!?,ol Doole.in
1	 i:_ • lnt/Real/Char/Booi; Boolean
:E ; Int.RejI	 'Char i +D,^ci! ; Boolean	 i
..T ! 1nt, Real /Char! E,c. a1 : BooIeat1	 S
LE ;11^t: Real/Chari3oo1; Daa10an
TI
i
URIG,Ma ".L P t;^ ^ ^
OF F00,I QUALITY
Multiple input ^:,jnctions
!'Jame
	 1	 inputs	 Output
4 D
	
ant:r2gor; k p al	 In tagoriRoaI
MULI	 lr.':egfir,k*aI
	 Integer/Rvai
AND
	 Iicoiean	 i	 Boolean
OR
	 Boolean 	 Boo1can	 !
^QR Roo lsan	 Boolean
+-- ------- - --+-------------------t--------------------+
,-; p ?r tal Library Funs tioT15
Th,	 z:.ruljtai the 1-gate used for control of arcs
^rithin	 a Dati r 1oul ':rapt	 It .occepts 3 input arcs;	 the first arc is
-h? baolea- •. :.,t.troi .3ro_ +inn;ch uilI e a tested and compared to the	 true
+aiue	 The	 satand	 Input	 is	 the -.alue which is input and Will be
olaced on the sing.ie ou i.n oit arc if th .? buolean control is	 true.	 The
r-Gate	 Functicn a-_fs
	 :n a similar matter except that it passes the
ra+;a value if the i:aoic• dn control value is false.
e. 5 Procr,s Scheallling On VAX VMS
E;ecution of Pasco' ^rored ljre. ir,volv3t- creating a	 sub---process
	
under
trte ','AXJVMa
	
)P&rating	 environment.	 These procedures are actually
GrogT• am; Wt. icr ha.+ e been transidter avid linked into executable	 images
o 	 the us er	 Ali vita t r an g: erL occu r bet ,„een th e simulator and the
9'JC — Proceis oC.c ilr^ th r oug 1 ore o f r ev9 "al channels	 which	 are	 railed
mailboxes
As a nod.z is cl-r eed t.n+,r, execution• mailboxes for irput, 	 ot+tput,
an,	 termznat^ o n ms ,. sayes
	 will p l,! allocated.	 An Sub-process is then	 !
created with -.ti, i.np lit and outc+ut files T,apyed to the tho-e
	
mailboxes
.3nc	 the rrrm1 -1AtIOn !n-;1tcx +na
	
into a termi ,iatitin c r inn el	 1nN1it
arc; a r e tint to Ina nt-Liy created pri ce s3 by mean, cr standard Pascal
Pir:*e
	
5tsr ea; -.r•
	
'fha
	
en-r.4 for to=t node is teen arle:ed tr r_m the
JL
y
: • eady I i S	 L'C,	 reven,: i r err,	 i,ein •y scr, eduIed.	 An entry ;or the	 node
is piac2!;	 on the L% x9r u	 g :ti t, and in interrupt request is made to
. o'0^ + 1 • a"in!7
	
It; . ; GeI„	 i v	 fna k.J	 i)•I	 informed	 when	 the	 process
:ij
tel-Ininet3
firiWI P"OC p SS V eroi..nation, an In'+-_ l-r wjpt occurs which indicates	 to
«h^	 ; ,r,L;,are;
	
ri;.gt
	 t,^	 a r o_-.-is	 ha; been deleted.	 The Termination
--ar;dIer r sponus	 tindin., the entr y; nor that node in	 the Executing
L_i t
	
aild	 L.",SeI'ti	 -o till? P•!Tl , rig list so the node manager may
i_I l edule o. ror *urther nrucesjing	 When ready,	 the node manager
_axis	 the vn 71.ir. 	 vr'i cedur -: w Leh alt _ates sufficient memory to hold
c,e output a rcs from th=: zuo — p r ;] r t_s aT; d then reads	 the output arcs
fr--^m	 the cute-ut oiailbax. petting them in memory.	 Next, the successor
nodes are 1lpaated r.o lndi-_a l;e that tih.-e input arcs are available	 and
the mailboxes used by }his process are returnee to the operating
s  stem
,1oi a eio! .l. Rrun>.
C)E POOR Qu'=.LITY
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^^2 6 Bampl^ Data ^1om (^rm'^	 F-~^"'I+	 /^^
^	 mycons .generate X,Y)	 |
|	 |	 |	 |X	 |Y
X	 Y	 X|	 |	 |
|	 ^	 | ----------------
^---+-----^-----
	 ^	 |	 add1 (+^ |
^ multi	 *-+-----------+
^-----+------+-+
	 |	 |
|	 |	 /	 |C
|A	 |^	 |	 |
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^ mu 1.
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|D
|
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^
|E
-'_-_--+
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^
|
^
^
|
|
______
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-'	 .	 ,'	 .-	 '	 _'
	 4r	 ''	 ^	 ^	 ./ne 'r^^ouxn^ va-^ +^nm
	 ^p"	 w^^^	 o^	 expanded	 to	 soou	 the
relat/^e +aso w:0 wnicv cno naV transform a graphical 5FA into the
input text requxren vq tre sun,lstnr.
DFDL. Input Teat Pcr Sam p le Graph
U: iGAAL PAGE .5
OF POOR QUALITY,
` 13DE.	 MAiw: NUDE.	 ADD1;
NODE EN'.', NODE ENV,
FSS	 TD. FSS:	 STD;
FUNCTION.	 C'i= ,• FUNCTION:	 LIB
MULT I. A^D,
MUL.Tr-_' INPUTS;
A=D1 X	 INTEGER;
ADD2 Y	 INTEGER;
M 7'C0N t OUTPUTS;
MrPR 3 N ARC.,
END NZE-E; C	 :	 INTEGER;
MULT2;
BODE
	
MUL T i . END NODE;
NODE EN'S';
rSS	 STD, NODE:	 ADD2;
C'UN:-" T I ON •	 '_ 1 E NODE _ENV,
M! 1- T, FSS :	 1 TD;
INPUTS, FUNCTION:	 LIB
X.	 INTO9ER. ADD,
t	 INTEGER• INPUTS;
OUTPUTS, A	 INTEGER,
ARC, D	 I NTEGER ;
A	 :	 IN i EGER; OUTPUTS;
AD V-2- , ARC;
MULT2: E	 :	 INTEGER;
END NODE; MYPRIN;
END NODE,
NODE:
	
MUL T:-' :
NODE	 EN'-'*, NODES	 :	 MYPR Ity:
FSS:	 STD; NODE ENV;
FUNCTION:	 —1 1 2. FSS	 STD;
MOLT; FUNCTION-	 PAS;
INPUTS• MYFRIN;
A	 I NT1_ • J" EF - INPUTS;
X	 I N T EGER.. , E.	 INTEGER;
INTEGER; OUTPUTS;
OUTFUT:: END NODE.
AR.
L)	IN EGEk NODE	 MYCONS;
A D L NODE ENS';
END NODE • FS'--.	 STD;
FUNCTION:
	
PAS;
MY'C 0,PAR0•
OUTPUTS,
AR:' .
X	 .	 TNTEGF_R;
MULTI,	 MULT?
ARC;
INTEGER;
MUt_TI;	 ADD1;
END NODE,
ADD 1;
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3. SOME DATAFLOW GRAPH MODELS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Here we will show how dataflow graphs can be used to model
computer systems. The examples include a simple conventional
control unit, a fault-tolerant computer based on von Neumann
architecture that emphasizes deterministic synchronization among
the concurrent tasks and the MIT dataflow processor. Only high
level models are shown in this paper. However, nodes in the graphs
can be expanded to represent instruction-level architecture.
3.1. Dataflow Model of a Simple Computer System: Baer [BAER 80, p
71] gave a Petri net model representing the control flow in the
execution of an instruction in a single accumulator arithmetic and
logic unit. Fig.3 shows a dataflow equivalent of the Petri net
given by Baer. The nodes in the graph are intentionally named by
the events in order to facilitate interpretation. For the sake of
clarity, control arcs and links are not drawn; their presence can
be easily seen at the selection (oval shaped) nodes. Funnel shaped
actors are enabled when one of its input arcs receives a token.
Upon firing, the funnel passes the token on its input arc to the
output arc. Tokens on more than one input arc leads to multiple
firings of funnel.
3.2. Dataflow Model of SIFT: SIFT is an ultrareliable avionics
computer built by NASA-Langley Research Center to study the
possibility of completely automating commercial aircrafts (WENS
78). SIFT has chosen to achieve fault tolerance using software.
The SIFT system consists of several BDX 930 computers built by
Bendix Corporation. The software consists of tasks classified as
4
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Fig 3. DATAFLOW MODEL OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM
II
application tasks and executive tasks. Executive tasks are
responsible for scheduling tasks on SIFT processors, detecting
errors, reconfiguring the system, synchronizing the various active
processors ( to within 50 microseconds) and input /output from
sensors.	 Examples of application tasks are yaw damper, pitch
inner loop and roll inner loop.
For the purpose of maximizing determinism in scheduling,
computations in SIFT are conducted in regular time segments called
frames and subframes. At present, the length of a subframe is 3.2
milliseconds and there are 50 subframes to a frame. Each task runs
at a regular rate, the fastest running once every frame and others
running once every other frame or with even longer period. Tasks
that run once every frame are scheduled to specific subframes
while the slower tasks are scheduled during the	 remaining
subframes.
During a subframe, the status of the processor is saved, and
the values produced by the task are broadcast to other processors.
The values received from other processors are voted. If an error
is detected, the processor marks the faulty processor in its error
table and when the number of errors marked for a processor exceeds
a	 threshold, an	 error is	 reported. The	 system is then
reconfigured. The processor will execute a new task (or resumes
a previous taks). Fig. 4 shows a high level dataflow model of a
SIFT processor. The nodes in the graph can be further expanded
into dataflow subgraphs, or the actual code representing the task
can be used to represent the nodes.
i
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3.3. Fault Injection: In the testing of actual circuits or the
simulation of systems, it is desirable to provide for fault
injection so that common faults can be injected into the system
and the fault detection, reconfiguration parts of the system can
be studied thoroughly. This capability can be modeled in dataflow
as shown in Fig. 5. The nodes labeled Fault-k model simulate the
function of the unit when fault-k is present. The selector node
has n inputs and one control input. Depending on the value of the
token on the control input, one of the n inputs is passed on to
the output.
3.4. Dataflow Graph Model of a Dataflow Computer: Fig.6 shows a
high level block diagram of the MIT dataflow processor (DENN 75).
A high level dataflow graph model of the MIT system is shown in
Fig. 7. Memory unit can produce one or more tokens on its output
arcs depending on the number of enabled instructions. The
arbitration network schedules one instruction packet at a time and
dispatches the instruction to a processing element or a decision
unit. This is done in order to simplify the dataflow graph of Fig.
7. The graph can be modified to show concurrent scheduling of
several instructions. Control and Distribution networks also
receive multiple inputs, but work on one packet at a time. The
packet routing networks (arbitration, control and distribution)
can be represented as dataflow subgraphs detailing how the packets
are routed in the MIT dataflow system.
kin
to
0
LL
0
0
Ic;
C;
LL-
Result
Packets
Instruction
Packets
Distribution	 Arbitration
Netwo rk	 Network
Fig. 6.
	 MIT Data Flow Processor
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Fig. 7, Dataflow Graph Model for MIT Data Flow Processor
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a dataflow simulation that can
be used to model computer systems as dataflow graphs and test the
functionality of the modeled system. Dataflow graphs can be used
to model computer systems including parallel processors and
dataflow computers. We plan extend DFDLS to include record
structures for tokens, allow recursive definitions for dataflow
actors, linking with procedures written in other languages,
graphical input, timing and performance measures.
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Abstract. Datafluw gr.iphs are a generalized model of computation.
Uninterpreted dataflow graphs with nondeterminism resolved via
probabilities are shown to be isomorphic to a class of Petri nets known as
free choice nets. Petri net analysis methods are readily available in the
literature and this result makes those methods accessible to dataflow
research. Nevert:eless, combinatorial explosion can render Petri net
analysis inoperative. Using a previousl y known technique for decomposing
free choice nets into smaller components, it is dem„nstrated that,
in principle', it is possible to determine !:pests of the overall behavior
from the particular behavior of components.
Index Terms. Dataflow graphs, timed Petri nets, free choice nets,
performance analysis, isomorphism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In c reasing interest in dataflow architectures derives in part from the
quest for large improvements in performance through parallelism. This
interest has given impetus to the development of new representation met!iods
and languages for parallel algorithms. Our interest is in the dataflow
graph and its potential to represent any computational structure including
computer architectures. The inherent ability to represent the natural
parallelism in architectures other than dataflow machines has been noted by
others [9,18].
The chief advantages of datafiow graphs as a computational schema are
their compactness and generally amenability to direct interpretation. That
is, the translation from the conceived system to a dataflow graph is
straightforward and, once accomplished, it is equally straightforward to
determine by inspection which aspects of the system are represented [7,8].
Unfortunately, the analysis techniques for data flow graphs are yet not
well developed.
A rapid method of closing the gap in analytic methods is to demonstrate
cases automatically transformable to Petri nets, the latter having been
subject to two decades of study. Certain abstract properties of Petri nets
such as liveness and boundedness have immediate relevance in any general
computational schema including dataflow graphs. Other properties such as
comparative firing frequencies assume relevance with respect to the
semantics of the system being modeled. Thus it is clearly of benefit to
establish the correspondence between dataflow graphs and Petri nets in order
to combine the representational ease of one with the analysis power of the
second.
Performance analysis of computer architectures represented as dataflow
graphs via Petri nets (more precisely, timed Petri nets) is a goal of this
I
Ii
i
l
1
I	 ',
work. Here, systems are described by using; dataflow graphs having abstract
data components called tokens. Removing the semantics from Rata introduces
1	 nondeterminism which is compensated by the assignaent of probability mass
functions to decision points. The result is L  p ed an uninterpreted
I1	 dataflow grrph of which important subclasses are isomorphic to subclasses
of Petri nets. For those graphs representable in Petri net form,
i	 properties such as those mentioned above can be analyzed. In addition,
properties dealing with time can be evaluated.
1I. DATAFLOW GRAPHS AND PETRI N'--TS
Formalized treatment of Petri nets is common in the literature
[3,10,13,14,161 and will be dealt with briefly.
Definition 1. A Petri net is a quintuple
PN = < P, T, D, MP o , MP  >
where
P = 
€P 1' 1'2'	
pn1, a set of places
T = ft l , t ) ,	 tm;, a set of transitions
D c [P x T} a fT x P}, a set of directed arcs
MP
0 
is a given initial marking
MP  is a set of terminal markings.
Here we are chiefl y interested in extensions t- the basic model that
incorporate concepts of tine.
Timing information has been incorporated in three ways. Sifakis and
others [4,17] associated a nonnegative constant, b, with each place having
the semantics that an arriving token was "unavailable" until i^ ha(, been in
the place for a time interval of length h. The two other methods attach
Liming information directly to transitions. One may associate with a
transition a nonnegative constant (timed Petri nets [10,16,191) or a
t
2	
^I
!	 probability distribution (stochastic Petri nets [1,5,11,121). 	 The first
case is equivalent to assigning time values to places 1171. In either
case, the principal problem to be resolved is when to begin the firing
epoch -- upon arrival of the first token or the instant a transition is
1
enabled. One need also consider whether a second or subsequent epoch can
begin while one is in progress.
A second problem to resolve is firing conflicts. Those models that
depend on fixed firing time generally assigii a probability over the marling
space from the current Lo next marking 1191. Stochastic Petri net models
generally use the firing rate (based on random firing times) to determine
the next marking from the current one 11,11,121. A difficulty arises if
one allows some transitions to have zero firing time. The probability that
1	 such transitions will fire once enabled approaches one (1). The solution
i
is to augment the firing rates with transition probabilities as is done in
timed Petri nets. Several investigators have noted the direct
correspondence between Petri nets with timing information and Markov
processes [2,11,12,191.
	
In this work, timed Petri nets are employed.
Definition 2. A timed Petri net is the pair
TPIN = < C' f
where
S is a PN
f : T - 1,R u ;01}, a firing time function
In addition to analyzing the time properties of nets, a Kcal 01 this
research is the determination of the overall behavior of a system b" • the
inspection of properties of components. Hack Jul first demonztcated
necessary and sufficient conditions for liveness and safeness of a subclass
of Petri nets important to this work. Ramchandani 1151 achieved related
3
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aresults for general nets in the more formal context of solutions to
Diophantine equations derived from the connectivity of the net. Solutions
to the equations results in subnets (more precisely, T-subnets or P-subnets)
whose structure ^ is that of a marked graph or state machineq under
some circiunstarces. Ramamoorthy and Ho [16] developed techniques for cycle
time computations for such subnets and Magott [10[ transformed the method to
a solution of a linear program. We have extended this work by showing flow
the mean time between events of a net composed of marked graph components
can be obtained. Coolahan and Roussopoulos [4) Have also developed statis-
tical measures of transition firing frequencies and these are adaptable to
our model. Datta and Ghosh [3] developed a labeling method that guarantees
liveness for nets with transitions of in-degree (and out-degree) at most t:..o
(2)•
A formal treatment of dataflow graphs has been lacking in the
literature due to the purpose that other investigators have used them. Due
to the nature of our study and the need to demonstrate homomorphic
structures between dataflow and Petri net models, a formal definition h.1s
been developed [8]. The follgwing reviews those results.
4
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Vii.
Definition 3, A data flow graph is a labeled bipartite graph where the
two types of nodes are called actors and links.
DFG=<Au L, E, S, T>
where
A = fa ll a 2 ,	 an}, a set of actors
L = {l l , 1 2 ,	 1 i j, a set of links
E c (A x L) a (L x A), a set of edges such
that (a i ,l k ) F- E A ( a jI I k ) F F => a  = a^
and ( l i , a k ) F- E A (Ya k ) e E => I i = 1^
S= {1 FL I (a,l) k 	 for anyaF- A l,
a non-empty set of links called the starting set
T= {1 F L I (l,a) ! F for any a F A ll
a non-empty set of links called the tecnnivaLing set.
Note that links are limited to a single input and Tingle output. Meeting
this restriction may require the intre^'-iction of dummy actors (e.g., to
duplicate an input token on several output links).
Let I(a), a F A (I(1), 1 ,^ L) and 0(a), a L A (0(1), 1 F L) denote the
sets of input and output links (actors) of actor a (link 1), respectively.
II(a)l and 10(a)l must be nonzero for each actor while 1I(1)1 and 10(1)1
are at most one. The notation is directly extended to the places and
transitions of Puri nets. However, there are no cardinality constraints
on the sets denoted.
A marking of a dataflow graph denotes the presence or absence of
tokens in links.	 A marking is a function M : 1. ; 10,i, 	 k.;.	 when 11
(or MP for Petri nets) is used it means the victor
< M(L' l ). M(kIn ), ..., "1(9M ) >
A marking is distiripuished as an iniL.i.i) m.:rk:ng (tr,minaI m.,.kIng) M(k) #
0 => 2 F S (M(2) t 0 => Q :: T) .
5
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ASSOCiated with each actor 1!; an in1,uL and output firing set denoting;
which Iin!:s enable the actor and which receive tokei,s when Lhe actor
fires.	 These sets are denoted F  and l•',,, respectiveiy.
F I (a,M) c I(a)
F,(a,M) c 0(a)
Dataflow graphs exhibiL special arcs called control arcs whose purpose is
to affect the flow of data at decision points. These do not exist in
uninterpreted datafl
the powerset of 0(a)
An actor, a, is
F I (a,M). The firing
indicated by M i M
M '= M- <
:)w graphs used here but. a probability mass function over
serves the same purpose.
enabled in marking M if M(2) ; t 0 for each 2 E
of an enabled actor, a, results in a new marking
I(a) > + < 0(a) >
where
< I(a) > is a vector in which the ith element is one
if 2. e F,(a,M)i	 ,
< 0(a) > is a vector in which the iLh element is one
if 2 i
 e F2(a,"1)
This can be generalized to a firing sequence, c7, denoted M 1^ "1 p where
a1	 a2	 a3	 ap
,
1	 2	 p
The forward marking class, M, of a marking M is Lhe set of markings which
can be derived (or reached) from M via some firing sequence M = ,M'1`1 U P1 }.
It is simple to extend the semantics given above by assigning a
nonnegative real value to each actor representing the time it takes to
fire. In the diagrams that follow, the conventions below have been adopted.
6
-M ^4
wry ^:	 _
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ION
1 i ... 1
a
d + 1 t _tL
C- a
an actor for which F I (a,M) = f(,1) an,] F 2 (a,M) = 0(a);
such an actor is said 1.0 have cunjun(-tive input and
Qistrrhutive output
art actor for which F' I ko,M) r 11.1) and F 2 (s,M) = 0(a);
such in actor
	 said to have disjunctive input
u
1
	
an actor for which F 1 (a,M) = 1(a) and F 2 (a,M)
	 0(a);
a
	
such an actor is said to Lave selective output 	
.m
y t 1 t • •+,
Links are represented by solid circles. For the second type of actor (the
disjunctive actor) the enabling input link is chosen nondeterministically.
While it is not permitted for an actor to be simultaneously disjunctive
and selective, the restriction is not severe. The uninterpreted nature of
the data tokens .allows such actors to be separated inLo two actors.
1 t 1 t ••• td 	 1+ r t•••t1
becomes	 ^	 1
n
1
y + 1 t•••tL
It is not necessary to enumerate each ;analogous term for Petri nets
such as 111 1? and MP t MP ' .	 Yet it should be rioted that the stano,ird firing
set semantics are
FP I (t,MP) = 1(t)
FP2 (L,MP) = 0(t)
OF POOR QUALITY
7
in
The effect of firing all enabled transition, t, is
MP' = MY - < I(t) > t < O(t) >
I 1 1 . GRAM TO NET TRANSFORMATIONS
Reduction of graphs represe-A ing asynchronous processes to Petri nctr,
occurs frequently in the liter.3ture. 	 (See 1141 for examples.) Therefore,
we will treat the topic informally. Let DFG he an arbitrary
unlnterpretated dataflow graph.
1. Let MP  - M  and MP t t- Mt
2. For each 2 i F L in DFG, create p i E P in the TPN
3. For each conjunctive actor a. r A in DFG, create a transition t. F Ti
in TPN such that if 2. F O(a.j then p. E 0(t), if 2. E I(a) then D. E
J	 1	 J	 J	 ]
I(t)
4. For each disjunctive actor a.i E A, perform the transformation
shown in Fig. 1(a). Create a unique transition for each
2 J. E I(a.).	 If 2. E 0(a.) then p.] E O(tIl')i ) for each t11i1.i	 J	 i	 i
5. For each selective actor a i E A, perform the transformation sh"wu
in Fig. 1(b).
	
Create a unique transition for each 2 j
 E 0(a i ).	 If
2.. E I(a.) them p. E I(th ) ) for each t(h).J	 ^	 J	 1	 1
6. If of is the time associated with .ictor a i , then let f(t i ) = U.	 If
more than one transition was derived from a., the time associated
with each is a.
We will deal with the transformation of the probability mass fu viction (pmt)
for selective actors to a prof for the TPN later.
Let the symbol - means "derived from". 	 It may he used with
individual components (t - a) or entire graphs (,fPN - DFG). 	 "Ifie steps in
8 \1
^h Q j	 Qk
+ 1 +•••+1
1	 1	 1
r s	 v
h
L (h)
i
Pr
(a) Disjunctive Actors
p 	 ^'	 p
^h ^j	 ^k
1	 1 •.. 1
1 t 1 t	 •tl
r s	 v
i
t (r)	 I	 (s	 Llvi^
p O
	
p	 p
I'	 S	 V
(b) Selective Actors
Fig. I. Graph to Net Translurmations
-- 
9
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1Algorithm Al are reversible. T,ius it is possible to reconstruct the
dataflow graph from the Petri net. 	 In this context, we can use t-a and a-t
(p-1 and I-p) interchangeably. Figures 2 and 3 show a dataflow graph and
the Petri net derived from it using the transformation above. Let an
arbitrary M be represented by the vector < m l , m20 .	 mt ► > where each in 
is an integer. An arbitrary MP can he represented similarly. Thus when we
say M = M11 we mean simple vector equality.
Definition 4. A unit disjunctive DFC is	 one	 for
	 which	 F I ( :r,i!)	 -	 I(a)
for all disjunctive actors. A unit selective DFG is one for which
F2 (a,M) e 0(a) for : , 11 selective a^tort,.	 a
THEOREM 1.	 (isomorphism) Given a unit disjunctive and unit selective UFG,
if TPN	 DFG, M = MP, and M q M' then there ex ist i1" such that MP ` ► MP
and M = MP'. Conversely 11 MP 
oy 
MP' there exists o su,h that M	 M ' , M =
MP, and M ' = MP
PROOF. We prove the first part by demonstrating how to select t I , t 2 , ...,
t  in o' that correspond to a l , a2,	 3  in o. Let a l he the first actor
a 
in the sequence .4	 M 	 ak...	 M ' .	 M 1 = M - :I(a I )> + e O(a V	If al is a
conjunctive actor, select t I - a l .	 if a l is disjunctive select t;r) 	
^I
such that E r E F I (a 1 ,M) is the link that Pnabled a I .	 If	
I 
is selective
select L
	
suCh that !? r E F.,(a l ,ur) is the link upon which thetoken
is produced.
	 If MP k MP 	 then cIcarly -^I(., I )> = 'I(t I ) " and <0(a1)'
<O(t l	Thus M = MP S . Chuosing t ` , ts,	 L  iu the same m.,nner
pr.,duces MP _ M	 The converse is proved rimilarly. Q.E.D.
	
The above thto-em demons traLes that 1)r(-,-rtios of a particr.l.ir	 +
i
dataflow graph can be di.covered by examining the derived Petri stet.
0	 I ^.
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1 14	 15
a10
'1a
a12
+
14
O t
Wi	 Fig, 2. An Uninterp rete(I Dataflow Graph
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5= 1 y. 3.	 Derived Petri Net
_	 C
Before describing these methods, however, we introduce an additional term
and its relation to the transformation described.
Definition 5. A free choice net is a Petri net for which each arc
from a place to a transition is a unique output of the place or the
unique input of the transition. More formally,
(V (p,t) e D) (0(p) = {t}	 or I(t) = {p)).
UEORFM 2. If II(a)I = 1 for each selective actor of DFG zind TPN
	 DFG
then TPN is a timed free choice net.
PROOF. Recall that by definition a DFG link has a
single input and a single output actor. 	 Thus, Iu(.Z)I = 1 for all Q r- L.	 if
(k,a) E F, a -c A is conjunctive, p - 2, then IO(p)I = 1 since for
conjunctive actors there is a one-to-one correspondence between (k,a) r; E
and (p,t) e D.	 If (2., a) r- E, ae A is disjunctive,p. - Q., then t (1) - a
is created by step 4 of Algorithm Al such that O(p i ) _ It0 )}.	 if ( g ,, a)
e E, a e A is selective then t (i) - a is created by ^J ep 5 of Algorithm Al
such that I(t (j) )
	
fPiIPi - k i t 
'Qi F; I(a)}.	 Clearlv II(t (I) )I = 1 if
II(a)J = 1.	 Q.E.D.
The unit disjunctive/selective criterion assures a DFG can he
converted to a Petri net without combinatorial explosion, ITI < IEI.	 If
selective actors have a single input, then the DFG is isomor-phic to a timed
free choice net. This is significant primarily because a considerable body
of the r)ry •Xists for the analysis of free choice nets.
13
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COROLLARY 1. If TPN — DFG then
(V t i , t i E T) (I(t i ) n I(t i ) # eh =>' I(t i ) = I(t)))
PROOF.	 Note that in DFG, I(a.) iff a. - a. neLause each link has but one
output.	 (It is impossible for distinct actors to share a link.)
Therefore, if two transitions share a place they must be derived from the
same actor. If a  is an actor with conjunctive input, there is only one ti
such that t.i — a i. and it shares no input. 	 If a i. is an actor with
disjunctive input then a unique transition is created for each element of
I(a i ). Again I(t j ) n I(t j ) # (V implies t i = t j .	 For a selective actor,
d i , for every 2.	 I(a i ) then pj e I(t( h) for every h such that t(h) _ ai.
J
Thus, I(t( h) ) = I(t( k) ).	 Q.E.D.
The corollary is well known for free choice nets. here, however, its
proof is based directly on the relationship with dataflow graphs. 	 Its
importance is the partitioning of the transitions into blocks B 1 , B 2 , •••,
B h such that if anv transition in block B. is enabled, all are. Further,
the firing of a transition in block B  can,iot disable a transition in block 	 f
B  if i#h. This will make it possible to resolve conflicts with 	 i
probability mass functions over transitions rather than (Lice ordinary
practice) over markings.
i
14
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IV.
	 Pk,_)BABILiSI'IO 'LIMING ANALYSIS
An objective of Petri net analysis	 is	 to determine overall
	
behavior by
decomposing	 it	 into components	 .:hich can be analyzed 	 individually.
Def irtiLion b.	 A subnet	 of a	 Petri	 net TPN	 =	 <P,	 T,	 D,	 M11	 "1P t ,	 f> is0,
another Petri	 net TPN ' = <P',	 T',	 D',	 MP 	 1 ,	 MP t ',	 C>	 such that
P' - P,	 T' c T,	 D	 = D n	 ((P	 x T	 )	 (T' x P^)),	 MPo (p)	 E MPo	 if p E P
MP t (F)	 E MP'	 if pE P',	 and	 C (t)	 = f(t)	 if	 tE T' and undefined
otherwise.
I.et	 I( • )' and 0( • )' be'the	 input/output	 sets	 of TPN.	 TPN	 is	 said	 to be a
T-subnet	 if	 for every	 t	 E T',	 I(t)	 =	 T(t)' and 0(t)	 = 0(t)'.	 It	 is	 said to
be a	 P-subret	 if	 for every p E P',	 i(p)	 =	 I(p)' and 0(p)	 =O(p)'.	 A net or
subnet	 is	 said to be strongly connected if 	 for every p i ,	
p 
	
E P there	 is a
directed	 patl:	 from	 p.	 to	 p..
A	 state	 machine	 is	 a	 net	 or	 schnet	 for which	 11(t)l	 <.	 1	 and	 10(. t)l <	 1
for every t E T.	 A marked graph	 is	 a	 net	 or subnet	 for which	 JI(p)l	 <	 1 and
WWI 	 <	 l	 for every p E P.	 The incidence matrix C =	 (c ij I	 of a Petri net
is an n x m matrix where
i
-1	 if	 (p i)	 t j )	 E	 D !
cij	
=	 1	 if	 (t 
j,
	 p i )	 E	 D
0	 if n°ither	 (p i ,t j )	 E D nor	 (t 
j,
	 p i )	 F D or
both are	 in D
Fo: example,	 the	 incidence matrix for	 the	 free choice net of Fig. 	 3	 is
15
T,I	 7'
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U U U 0 0 0 0 U 0 1 U
0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 U U 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 U U U o U U U U U 0 0 U o
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 U 1 0 0 0 0 U 0-1 0 U 0 0 0 U u U o o
1_ 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 U 0 0 U 0 U U 0 0 U 0 0 U
0 U O 1 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o U
0 0 0 U 1 0 0 0 U 0 U U 0-1 U 0 U U U U
=I 0 0 0 0 U 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 k)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 O O l 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0
0 U 1 0 0 0 0 1	 1 U -1 -1 0 0 U 0 U U 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U C 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 U 1 U 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 U U
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0-1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0-1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0-i
A Petri net i g said to be live if for every marking in MP  there are firing
sequences that enable each transition. A Petri net is bounded if there is
a finite number of tokens in each place giver any (perhaps infinite) firing
sequence. A Petri net is safe if the nutntler of tokens in any place never
exceeds one.
Hack (61 gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the liveriess and
safeness of a marked free choice net. 	 If MPO = c 1 1 0 0 ... 0 >, Fig. 3
satisfies the conditions. 	 It can be shun 1151 that such nets can he
decomposed into strongly connected components by finding the simple
nonnegative solutions to the system of eyu3tinns
C - Y = 0
A solution is simple if it cannot be additively obtained from other
solutions.	 For Fig. 3,
16
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1' 1 =< 1 0 1 0 1	 U 1	 0 0	 1 0 0 0	 1 U	 1 0	 l 1	 1-
Y., _< U 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1	 0 U	 1>
Y =< 1 0 0 0 1	 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o	 11 1) 0 0 1
Y, _< 1 0 1 1 0 0 1	 0 1	 1 U	 1 1	 0 0	 1 0	 1 1	 1
K
Y 5 =< 1 0 0 1 0	 1 0 0 1	 0 0	 1 1	 0 1	 0 U	 k' 1	 0>
Y6 =< 0 0 0 U 0 0 0	 1 0 0 1	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0>
Each Y-vector designates as set of transitions. For instance, Y1
designates tt , t^ 2) , t	 1 t (2) , t , t^ 2) , t (2) , t (2) , t	 , t	 } and Y,
	
1	 Z	 3	 <<	 6	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 L
designates {t2 1) , t 1 (1) , 1	 1. Each transition set together with all
directly connected places constitutes a strongly connected a T-subnet. For
free choice nets, each component is a marked graph.
For components that are tined marked graphs, Ramamoorthy and Ho 116]
first showed how to determine the overall cycle time by enumerating the
circuits. The time required for each circuit is the sum of the transition
times divided bv_ the number of *tokens in the circuit. Let k. be the set
1 j
of places and transitions in the jth elementary circuit of the ith component.
	
T i . 
_	 f(tk)/ L	 MP(pk)
j	 tkc kij	 Pk 1. K1j
Assuming r circuits and a firing epoch begins as soon .,s it is enabled, the
overall cycle time for the component is ii
	 mj.x (T il j i g '	 Tir)'
For example, let MP(p,) = MP(p
2
) = 1 and MP(p.) = 0 if i > 2 for the
i
component, Y 1 , of Fig. 3 the elementary circuits are
S
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1rt ^^A:
_	 (2)	 (21f,ll	 {pl t 1 p3 c 3 	l 8 t g 	p 10 tit,
K1^ _ 1P I 
it 
pb t 4
2) p 
W 
i6 p
14 t 9 -1 p 17 ill,
( 21 )	 (2)
K 13 - 11'2 t2	 p 5 t 6 p 15 i ll) 1 1R t 12
For concretenc:os, let f(tl •1) j = f(t i ) = rii 1. The overall cycle time
T 1 = max (T 11' T 12' T13)	 12.	 For components, Y 1 , Y 2 ,	 and Y t , the cycle
times are 9,10,14,14, and 5 (if `1P 0 2) = 1). respectively.
	 Plagott 1I0J generalized
the technique by showing that the solution could be expressed as a linear
program. These methods assume a firing epoch begins as soon as a transition
is enabled. When modeling real systems, this is not an unreasonable assump-
tion.
As shown in Corollary 1, free choice net transitions that potentially
conflict have the same input place. Because the T-subset components pro-
duced as above are strongly connected marked graphs, a place has but one
output arc.	 It follows that a given component is reached from the initial
marking by a single transition whose firing is randomly chosen from a
conflict set.
With this in mind, we are prepared to deal with the probability m.i!,
functions over the output links of selective actors.	 If the .,c-tors arc
unit selective then Pr(F2 (a,M)) > 0 for each 2 f F2 (a,?1) anu is zero for
nonsingleton elements of the powerset of 0(a;.	 11 t - a and p - 2 t u(3)
then let Pr( *_) = Pr(F,,(a,M)) for 2. This contrasts to the normal method ui
assigning probabilities to markings in the reachability graph but is
equivalent due to the partitioning of the transitions described above.
18
As an illustration of the en:ploymenL of the foregoing, define m ,rn (t^)
to be the mean time to the event of the beginning of the firing epoch
for t	
I^
.. Assume t has s input places with s independent loop-free paths
al, ct,,	 J	 from `1P .	 (Lependent p,,ths can be dealt %ith but serve no
v	 o
purpose at present.) t.
.1 
cannot fire until the last token appears at an
input.
`ITTF. ( t j ) = max Il, (.I I ), G(as ), . . . , G(o^)I
G(Q i ) is the expected time required to transverse rJ i and incorporates Lne
time intervals the tok^-r► s 1°ave the path and traverse circuits.
For clarity,G will be defined with superscripted subscripts
distinguished. Let tkm) ^_L c7 i mean that t (m) $ Q i while an equivalently
subscripted transition is (L 
(h)  
E Q i , h ;t m). By extension, Yi	
ai
means Lk m) e Yi and tkm) adj Q i . Let
X. = 11	 Pr(t(m))
i tWLry.	 k
if Y  adj a  and is undefined otherwise.
G(Cr	
_ I	 f(t k ) +	 I	 If(t (m) ) + A(t(01))
J	 (m)
t k EU.	 tk Eve
l
The latter Lerm, A( • ), represents "lie expected amount of time within
(m)
components adjacent to rT at transition t 11	 Let A I , ,\ Z , ..., 1 r be the
J
probabilities of the r components adjacent at t(km)	 Let A r+l = Pr(tkn► )).
r+l
(Note that I	 Ai = 1.) T i stands for the expected cycle time for component
i=1
Y i . That is, T i differs from T i in teat it takes into account comperients
adjacent to circuits in Y1.
19
Tl j = 
G(K ij p)/I tK.. MP(PkIk	 t,)
If, to simplify the st,hscript srh, , me, Y 1 , Y` ,	 Yr .ire adjacent to t (k
in 1,
(m)	 °D
	
in
	
mr-2	 m0'
A(t k ) = A r+1	 z	 m ,11i	 :.-:`m	 : (m -m
	
—m- - )'
1110=0	 m I =0	 III
	
1' 2	 r-1	 0	 1	 r-1
III l m	 m	 (m 
0 
-in -	 -m	 )
{[in T "+m T, + ... +m 	 C "	 +(m -m -... _ m	 )i'^^	 ^,^	 rnl	 1	 r-1
1 1	 2 2	 r-1 r-1	 0	 1	 r-1	 r	 1	 2	 r-1	 r	 }
If r = 1 then A(-) reduces to the geometric series muitipled by a cunst.int
value.
Each path o.
i 
defines a hierarchy over the set of components. For
example, in Fig. 3, the path 
€p l t i p 6 1(2) 1'101 has Y 1 and YS
immediately adjacent (at t (2) ) while Yb is adjacent to one of the circuits
in Y5 . Thus, one must solve Y 6 before Y5 earl be solved.
To illustrate, for Figure 3 let Pr(tk l) ) = 1/k and Pr(t (2) = 1 -
1/k. For MTTE(t6),
c7 1 = { p l tl p6 t(2)plll^
{p2 t(2`)P5#
Table I contains the cycles for Y,,, Y 31 Y 5 , and Y6 which are the or1!y
components needed. Table 2 contains the rele'..,nt intermediate calculations
MTTE(t 6 ) = maxj5 —99, 191 = 19
Given the isomorphism theorem and the equivalence of timing between
actors an-i transitions, it can he concluded that mrm a j ) = MTrI:(t^ 1 .	 if
the transition is superscripted then MTTE(a j ! = inin {MTTE(t^ kl ,}. The mean
k
time to event is but one measure possible. From it, other measures such as
mean time between events can be derived and correlated to components in the
real system.
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21
K52
K51
K32
K '1J
K21
G1
a2
IAPL£ 1 .
	
C  rcui Ls
Sequence
{P2 
t(1) P
4 L 1 (1) 1'18 t121
(2)
	 (2)
1pl L1 13 
t 3	 P8 L8	 P 16 L11
(1)	 (1)
{P 1 L1 P6 
t 4 	 P9 t9	 P 17 L11}
{ p	 t p	
t(l) 
p	 t(2) p	 t(2) p
	
t (l) p
	
t1	 6	 ]]
(1)	 (1)
P 1 L1 P6 
t4	
r9 
t9	
P 17 L11#
(1)	 ^0)
€P12 
t7	
P 11 `5
ABLE 2. Intermediate MITE Calculations
T	 U	 T	 ^.
ij	 i	 1
r^
	
S
	
t6=5
	
1/.
10
	
10
14.07
	
14.97	 Tr= 14.97
	
1/11
10
	
10
9
	
9
	
T3
	
1/6
9
	
9
	
T^
	
1/2
5.88
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v. 5UMIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Dataflow graphs are usef,il representations for abstract computations,
generally rendering models that are easily related to the rrul system heing
modeled.	 Petri nets, while less powerful comp uLationaIIy, have peen
studied intensively, giving rise to a large body of analytic methods.
Pere, we have shown that a significant class of dataflow graphs can be
effectively transformed to Petri nets. The applications of this cla-,s have
been primarily in modeling concurrency in computer systems. Thus, the
isomorphism between the two computational models allows considerable
analytic capability to be employed.
Within the applications context, timed transitions and probabilistic
resolution of nondeterminism are introduced. Using these extensions, a
measure (Mean Time to EvenL) was illustrated. The principle behind the
derivation was the determination of overall behavior by examination of the
contained components. This principle is currently heing exploited to
determine other properties of the net.
22
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF J;,'_L' .f LU,- GRAPH GICDELS
Kris,-.)-&a 1'.% N&vi
U. Nara ., an Ehat
Bill P. Buckles
Abstract
A c:atailow graph can be Used a:: a cen er alizeC. Moce1	 of
computaticn. Unirterpreted datatiow ra'phs cal -, be used to anaiy2E
reliauiiitji of COr.t` Leer Sy&t-::f55 incluoing arallel 1 rocessors
and data driven s y- steLis. The nonaeterminisn arising Ifu e to t1lu
ui;interpreted nature is resclvec by associating proLability
di,tributions with datarioc^ actor. Both riarkov and pail;
ennuLielation teciiniL1ues can be used to study the reliaoiiity of
datailow graph models. Large graphs should be reduced to simplify
computational Qoii,plexity.
^ et worus: DataLlow Graphs, Stochastic Petri Nets, Narkov Caains,
Reliability, Graph Clustering, Path Ennurieration.
J1.
G)'1
1 . INTRCDUCTIGN
The .Iemanu5 iur coricurtent operation - ithin a coii-iputer system
a n 6 Ue rer.resenLation of parallelism in proyramminy lan^,Uages
have y ieldec; a iieth	 or 1"' of program rat)resenta'ion known as
dataflow ( [DENN 74] , [DENN 7 5] , [TF.EL P-2 ] 	 Zxecuticn of dataflow
programs is data driven; that is, each instruction is Enatled for
execution just when each required operand has been supplied by the
completJon of the predecessor instruction.
Dataflow systems have receiveu considerable attention during
tte cast several years. however, much of the research in dataflow
processing iias dealt with defining the functionality, designing
instruction	 level	 architecture	 or	 specifying	 pr o9rar.r,,ing
languages. This has not made urgent the formalization of the
dataflow itself. Formalization is necessary in relating dataflow
to other computation models, discoveriizy properties of specific
instances of dataflow graphs and in pertormance and reliability
evalLation-. Because of t:ie complexity of dataflow systems, tine
,?resence of multiple processing units and communication circuits,
the reliability, performance of the interconnection structures,
and scheduling schemes in such architectures become signilicant
issues' before dataf iGw architectures can b e used Lor neat
generat.cn
 machines. Formalization of the datatiow model also
;lakes f.ossible the Ltilization of dataflow graph as an abstract
model of computation analogous to Tur-ng machines and Petri nets.
In [KAV1 841, we have presented a formal cefinitior cf dataflow
iiiodels, and in [KAVI 05], isoritorphiic tranzfori:,ation of dataflow
graphs into free-choice Petri nets have been presented.
E'
Our interest in dataflow graph is its potential to represent
any	 t,oniputation	 structure,	 including	 parallel
	 processing
arc ►itectures and even dataflow systems. Miller (HILL 731 has
surveyed muuels otl,er than dataflow graphs for representing
co;irputational aspects of parallel processes. The chief advantage
of dataflow	 raphs over other models is their compactnE^^ and
general a.iienabi'_ity 	 to direct interpretation. That is, the
translation Burr, the conceived system to a dataflow Graph is
SLLai htforwa,Ld
	 and,	 once
	
accomplished,	 it	 is	 eeually
straightforward to determ-Lrie by inspc:cti.on which aspects of the
system	 are	 representeU	 [kAVI
	 831.	 Dataflow	 graphs are
hierarchical; a node in
	 the graph can be a	 sim^,le node
representing a single hardware unit, or a dataflow subgraph
representing an entir_ processor or an interconnection network.
Thus f<<odels of computer systems using dataflow,
 graphs can be used
to selectively change the 'Level of simulation to any level of
-etail simply by expanding nodes into dataflow subgraphs withouL
mouifyiag other parLs of the model,
In	 this raper	 we outline	 atethods fcr estimating the
reliability of a dataflow graph model. Thus, computer systeriis
including parallel processors, dataflow liiachir.es and ultrureliable
corrputerc with high redundancy can be represented as dataflow
9r.:r
	 , dataf low siu,ulatois (for exarlple DFFLS [KAV1 83]) call be
used to study their ELI-ICtiOlIaiity, and t: e L• e liability of th e
simulaLEd computer can
	 be calculated using	 the :echnic,ues
uescrited in this paper. We will introduce abstract dataflow
gral,hS in the next section and the tachnic - for EStifi+ati.frg the
re'L '^a_Ality of dataflow grap:Is will be described in Section 3.
1.11
2 . UNINTERPRETED DATAFLOW GRAPHS
Definition 1: A dataflow graph is a labeleu biparti "- e graph wtj,--ALE
ti.e two types of nodes are caller] actors and links.
G = < AF L, C >	 ( 1)
f.ere,	 A =	 { a l	 L.2_1	 a,, } is the set of actors
L =	 ill	 12 , ...., 1„,, } is the set of links
L _ IA x L} V {L a Al is the set of edges.
S (S e L) is a non-empty set of lin',:s called starting E.-et (input
links) .
S = { 1 e L I (a,l) k E	 a E A}	 (3)
T (T G L! is a non-empty set of links called terrinatinq semi
(output links).
T = { 1 E L I (l,a) k E	 a E A}	 (4)
The set of in,--ut links of an actor a and output links of an actor
a are denoted as I(a) and 0(a).
I(a) _ { 1 E L 1 (l,a)E E}	 (5)
O(a) _{ 1 ^'= L I (a,l) E E}	 (6)
I(1) anu 0(1) foi links can be defined similarly.t	 t	 t
Transitive closure on these sets, 	 I(a) , G(a) , I(1) , Q(1)	 for
act- ors and links can be ue f ineu; For examplu, 1(a) 1 is 'Ui.e set of
all links ti.at are inputs to a, or input 'Links to actors teat fee(:
the input links of a, anu so on.
If B G A is a sLibset of actors then i(B? and O(B) U'efine the set
of Link-s that are inputs links and output links of acts: C- in B.
I(B)	 _{ l E L I 1 E I(b)	 for all b E B'	 (7)
0(B)	 _	 { 1 E L 1 1 E 0(b)	 for G 'L= a E B}	 (8) 1
1.
0
r^y
L^
De;fir,ition 2: For
^LU2.
a datailow graj^h the following conk"itions are
II(a) i
	
>	 0	 for all aci:ois a E A
II(1)I
	
= 0 or 1	 for all links 1 E L	 (9)
1O(a)I
	 >	 0	 for all actors a E A
10(1) I	 0 or 1	 for all links 1 E L
Although this definition seems to be restrictive since the links
pan-not nave more than one input actor and one output actor, we
have teen able to rewrite all dataflow graphs by introducing dummy
actors (for example, to duplicate an input token onto several
output links). This definition allows us to isomorphically map
dataflow graphs into free-clicice Petri nets and free-choice nets
into dataflow graphs [KAVI 85].
Uninterl^ret2 .d dj^a,;,^flow graphs: For the purpose of studying the
performance and reliability of dataflow graph models of computer
systems, we introduce uninterpreted dataflow graphs, in that the
actual meaning of the functions performed by the actors and tl-.e
semantics of the data token:, on arcs is not relevant. The presence
of data tokens on arcs are used only as triggering signals to
enable ac,tors.	 We use	 the term	 dataflow graph
	
to ruean
uninterpreted dataflow graj.Al throughout tl,e paper.
Definition 3: A 7iarkin q is a function M: L ----	 (0,1]	 (10)
A link 1 is said to contain a token in a marking M if 'i(1) _ 1. rig
initial riiarking MO
 is a marking in winich a (non-en-pty) subset cf
starting set of links contain tokens. A terminal rarkirg ti t is a
markinG in wY:ich a (non-empty) Subset ct terminating set of links
contai,: ^oe.tns.
2.1. FIRING i•. Nr. FIF.;hG SEHANTIC SETS
Associateu with each actor <<Le two sets of links calledLi )Lt
firirl^ y er,+a tic	 F, and outrt ,LtL firing sel+;uriiQ :;et F2
	
F 1
 (a, N)
	 C	 I(a)
	
F.
-
 (a, F)
	 L C(a)
	
(11)
Toe input firing serr+antic set F 1	 refers to tare i;ubset of input
links that must cor ►tain tokens to enaaie tine actor; the output
miring semantic set FL iefers to the subsea of links that receive
tokens when the actor is fired.
I
Definition 4: A iirinu is a partial mapping from markings to
markings.
11ih actor is fi reable at a marking iii if the following conditions
	 y
hold
ii(1)
	 =	 1	 for: all i E Fi (a,i3 )
M(1)	 =	 0	 for all 1 e FZ (a,I0	 (12)
When the actor is fired, tokens from the input firing set F (a,M) 	 !
are consumed an(] new tokens are placed Qn each link belonging to
the output firing set F
.-
	 Thus a new marking M' resulting
from the tiring of an actor a in marking M can be derived as
follows.
f1' (1)
	 =	 0	 if 1 E
	
F,
	
(a, L*')
1	 it 1 E F. (a,M)
= M(1)	 otherwise	 (13)
Such a firing of an actor is indicated by M a - > M,'.
Depending on whethe_ F, and Fi select only one, a proper subset or
the entire set of input and output links, the following node
firing rules are defined.
U
1Coni^D ive: All the input links lust contain tokens for the actor
to fire. That is,	 F 1 (a, M)	 =	 I(a)	 for all M.	 (14)
Disjunctive: Only one of the input links must contain a token for
tilt actor to fire. That is,
	
F	 (a,M) E I(a) for all M.	 (15)
Collectiye: One or more of the input links may contain tokens for
the actor to fire. Th = t is, F, (a,Y) G I(a) for all M.	 (16)
Selec Jtj,y-e: When the actor tires, only one of the output links
receives a token. That is, F, (a,M) E 0(a) 	 for all M.	 (17)
:,iz;tri:iutive: When the actor fires, all the output links receive
tokens. That is, F. (a,M)	 = O(a) for G_1 M.	 (18)
Tie graphical representations of these possibilities are shown in
Fig. 1. In t1-lis paper we „ill not deal with collective actors.
They can be rCplace(: by a number of conjunctive actors with inputs
corresponding to the subsets of -(a).
NCIM`-DETER4ITNT C;7'IC	 FIRING	 SEMANTICS:	 Since,	 i;l our study,
uninterpreted dataflow graph models are
	
used for analyzing
r eiiabili t" 	 by applying stochastic methods, F, and FL are made
I.on-detei_ linlstic; for different instances of exe cu toll of an
actor, the firing semantic sets n,ay be different. This eliminates
the need for control links and arcs in dataflow models. The choice
arising due to control tokens are incorporateif into F and FL by
associating probability distributions with the firing semantic
sets. For examp'L e, tiiE i-gate [DENN 74; shown in Fig. 2(a) will b e
`	 feilaced :Dy	 2(b). The firing semantic sets are
i n
Ita C) Collective
F l (a,'t) G I(a)
'D I
oRCC^^
OF r',	 {^.
I
a; C:mjunctive
C= a 	 c) Disunctive
d) Selective
A
Fig.1..
	 Firing Rules
C-	 r-I	 " .emu-i-ve
-n
f ^.
Y
A
j
^L
.,. ►:: a lt. !.	 .. _' C^^.	 ^ _
F i 	=	 I(T)
F z	 = o('-) with probability P
with probability 1-p
The probability p depends o the frec,uen y of having TRUE value on
the control arc of the T-gate.
Fig. 2. Non-Deterministic Firing
P,F I
 (a,f!) I is the probability distribution that in marking t•I,
F' I (a,Ii) is the input	 firing semantic set;	 ti;is	 probability
di stribucio ► , deter;u;nes which subset of tokens on ini.ut li:<<.s
(Si1GLII(i a choice be nude) will be consumed when ti-,e actor a is
fired i;, n^rKiI t1. Similarly, P[F,_ (a,I^) I defines the probability
distribution on the output firing sel-,antic Ee.; w hei. a f ire& in M,
the links in F. (,1,I4) will receive tokens with a proLaiuility
F'IFZ (a,M)1
\O
— 
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3. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF DATAFLOW GRAPHS
Network Reliability hnalysis: The reliability of cortimunication
networks has attracted consideratl, interest among researchers.
ilhen such networks are treated as directed graphs, the reliability
can be analyzed by reducing the communication networks to
serves-parallel networks [MISR 70a], by enumcrating paths ([MISR
70b], [FRAT 73]), or by enumurating cut-sets ([LIN 76i, [JENS
69]). For a general non series-parallel networks only the last two
metl.ods yield exact solutions. However, since they are not
trac:ta'Die for large networks approximate methods become necessary
i
([JENS 69], [NELS 701, [BATT 71]).
For any m path network the number of non-cancelling terms in
t
the reliability expression
	 resulting fro,., tl;e use	 of the
inclusion-exclusion formula of probability theory [FELL 08, pp
rn-I
99-1081 is r < 2	 However, in practical networks some of the
paths are container; in the union of other patois, thuE r << 2
i
In [SATY 781, a topological fotriula and: an algorithm are presented
for finding the reliability of a network from a given source node
I
to a ter,zainal node, where onli non-cancelliny tetlls are included
in tr.e formula. This method has been extended to obtain
reliability from a single source node to multiple terminal nodes.
Tire rea6er is referred to (AGRA 841 for a survey of such network
reliability methods.
These methods cannot be applied directly to -I atatlow c,raFhs.
Alt hough d a t a f I o w graphs are directed] graphs and they resEr.a:.le
networks, there exist irportant differences due to the firing,
ser:,an ics deLcribed in the previous secti3n. For examplE, for
IR
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conjunctive actors, all the input: links must contain tokens to
enaLle tLe actor to fire, req ►:iring reliable input paths leading
cu the actors. Similarly, for di:,triLutive actors, all paths
starting at the output of the actors are require] for the
successful conuleticn of the tunction Descried by the dataflow
graph. Whreas in (communication) rletworkE , c r,Iy one path is
necessary for reliable operation.
A second ditterence arises due to the nondeter:,inistic nature
of datatlow graphs introduce(: in this paper. Probabilities are
associates; with paths (section 2), and these probabilities cannot
easily be incorporateu' into the networks obtained trom datatlow
graphs. For this reason, we introduce a difterent method of
obtaining the reliability of a dataflow graph.
3.1. RELIABILITY OF DATF.FD ,;; GF.AFFS
Reliability of a dataflow graph can be detined as the
protability of successful completion of a sequence of operations
to be perLormed by the actors of the 5rai,h. Thus, it t: ► is sequence
is identities as the path of a particle traversing the graph, t: ►en
tl ►e reliability is the proL.ability of occurrence of a successful
't:aLii.
The reliability of a datatlow graph can be detelrA neu in two
stages. At the first stage, reiiabilities of subgraplis (soliF of
there c:an be single actors) are calculates. At the second stage the
reiiabilities cf the subgtaphs are combined appropriate:} based on
the topological structure oft the graph. It multiple redur.dar.t
paths
	 are	 si,i.ultaneously used, the procedure of combining
subytaph reiiabilities becomes conplicattc.
P.
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In w1hat tollows we shall conside: the succes- tul conclusion of
t.` .E opetation as t,.e event withcuL any concern tc the tii,e needed
for t`.e operaticn. In ccrporation of the time 'dement  compounds the
ptoLlem end it will be considered in fut-ire research.
Let A l , A Z ,	 ..., A.A be the actors (some of them con be
sutyraj,hs) of a dataf low grap'n and let R, , rZ ,	 ..., R.n be their
reliabilities. Unless otherwise stated we will as:urre t.-,at t'le
rerfor^:ance of an actor (cr subgraph) is independent of the
outcome of any other actor.
Keei:inq with the analogy of a particle nenticned earlier, the
movement of tl-,e particle t_om one node to another will be called a
transition. If_ the transitions among actors in a subgrapli
{A ► , A L ,...,	 A,, J are Lierarchical, say A r -->A L --> ...-->A,,
(or any other arrangement) , then tl-,e reliability of the subgraph
is abtG*1nec: as the product 1	 But if the transitions are
L
Markcvian with tine probability of transition A,' --> Aj being r^
ther, UIE reliability of the subgraph can be calculated u:.ing
Kdrkov ch.ai.i methods.
For instance, consider a Markov chain with two states 1 and 2
(the	 corresponding subgraph contains	 two acturs). Let the
transitions among the states be represente' by the elements of the
transition probability matrix
1	 Pi 
	
p, 2
P 21
	
p2^
where ij•
J 
is the probability of transition i --> j. For purposes
of reliability modelinc, we introduce states 1F, 2F and 0 of which
(1-fi ) pii
(1-fi)pii
(1-ft) p^ Z
(1-ft)p2^
2 F
0
1F
2F
1
2 tLZ
1
1F ana 2F represent failure of actors 1 and 2, and 0 represents
the successful completion of operation. Let fi and fZ be the
probaoilities that actors 1 and 2 fail. Now we can consider an
expanded Markov chain whose transition probability matrix is given
by
I	 0
7Q 
which can be partitioned as shown. If a particle starts out from
state 1 or 2, it is well known [ SHAT 84, Chap 4] that the first
passage probabilities of the particle into states 1F or 2F (these
are the unreliauilities) in n transitions are Civen by the
-n
element_ of the second and third columns cf the ,-.:atrix Q 	 The
ccrresponu-:'inc probabilities for !:eliaLle operation without regard
-I
to time are given Ly the elements of the tirst column of (I-Q)
At this point we may note the similarity between data.flow
graphs ana Petri nets. Stochastic Petri nets ( [ COOL 831, [GEIS
331, [ NOLL 811, [MOLL 82],	 [SIFA 80], [ ZUBE 80]) have been used
for performance and reliability analyses of	 concurrent and
asynchz:,nous computei systems. iyi_cally, t..e markings are mapped
into a i•,arkov state space ( [NOLL El l, [ MOLL 82] )	 The markin( in
I
14 1
t--) I
M.	
^Ii
a datat ow graph can also be mapped similarly into a Markov state
space for the purpose of studying the reliability of t:e uataflow
graph. When datafiow g raphs contain strona subgraphs it is
convenient to obtain the reliabilities of the subgraphs so that
the subgraphs can be replaced by single actors (thus producing a
reJuced graph). The corresponding markov process can be arranged
in a canonical form such that the recurrEiit equivalent classes can
be easily identified. Kavi ([KAVI 791 [BRAT 84, chat, 4]) has
collEcteu algorithms useful for this purpose. Appendix contains a
brief description of these met;iods.
However, eventl^ough this method is applicable ir. the general
case, many times it. unnecessarily complicates the problem. For a
large dataflow graph with m links (the number of links is greater
than the number of actors), the Markov chain contains as manv as 2 -1
	states. So, Markov chain method should be used only to small 	
i
subgraphs and the reliabilities of subgraphs should be combineed
using the technique discussed below.
In the second stage
	 if combining subgraph (or	 actor)
reliabilities to get the reliability of the complete graph we may
n 1
	
	
develop certain rules based on the type of firing rules discussed
in section 2.
In addition to the reliabilities R, 	 , R z
	
..., R	 also
define CL] (i,j = 1,	 2, ...,	 n) as the reliability of the link
connecting actor AZ to actor A^	 (which can also be considered as
the reliability of the communication channel). Let RL^ be the
reliability of the path A- --> A ,
 , including the reliability	 of
A^ , but excluding the reliability of A' . For the four distinct
i"
4'
types of firings defined in section 2 (collective actors are not
considered here), we have the expresssion shown in Fig. 3.
While using these expressions to determine the reliability of
a path, the following observations should be noted.
a). Conjunctive and distributive actors are indicative of parallel
paths all of which are used. 4hen the Paths are independent of
eaci, other, the reliability of the graph (or subgraph) consisting
of parallel paths is obtained as the product of reliabilities of
individual paths.
b). Disjunctive and selective actors result in more than one path,
only one of which is used. 'Ihe reliability of the graph (or
subgraph) with such paths is obtained by combining the
reliabilities of individual paths using the probabilities of paths
as weights.
c). When the paths are not independent, the dependent structure
determines how the reliabilities of individual actors (or
subgraphs) are combined to get the reliability of the qraph.
d). When multiple redundant paths are simultaneously used, the
reliability is obtained using the inclusion-e-clusion formula of
probability theory [FELL 68, pp 99-1091.
An algorithm to determine the reliability of a graph can be
described as follows.
Algorithm Al
Stepl: Identify subgraphs (see Appendix)
Step2: Obtain reliabilities of subgra phs using either Markov
chains (Appendix), or using this algorithm recursively.
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Step'.: Replace strong subgraphs by single actors producing a
reduced graph.
Step4: Identify distinct paths (say using depth-first search)
Step5: Combine actor (subgraph) reliabilities using firing types
to determine the reliability for each path.
Step6: Combine path reliabilities to give the reliability of the
entire graph.
Given below are two examples; one a dataflow graph of a simple
computer system (Fig. 4) and the second a dataflow graph
representing triple modular redundancy (Fir. 5). In the first
example, actors perform independently of each other, whereas in
the second example there exists such a dependency among the
paths.
Eexample 1: Dataflow Model of a Simple Computer System. Baer [BAER
80, p 71] gave a Petri net model representing the control flow in
the execution of an instruction in a single accumulator arithmetic
and logic unit. Fig. 4 shows a dataflow equivalent of the Petri
net given by Baer. The actors are intentionally named by the
events in order to facilitate interpretation. In order to simplify
the notations we use a's and 1's to represent the actors and links
as well as their reliabilities.
The three distinct paths in the graph are identified below.
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Fig. 4. Oataflow Graph of a Simple Computer System
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The probabilities p
	 pL	 p5 indicate the frequency of
Conditional, Store and Arithmetic instructions (in a typical
program) while	 p4	 p.. are the probabilities that a condition
will or will not be satisfied.
The reliabilities of various groups of nodes in subpath P, are
given below.
'41
a ,s 1,_,
a-j 113 a, 0
a 13 1,4
a 14 1 i, a Ib 12-2
y of subpath P 1 . Then
as R I R2 (p4. R 3 + ps R4 ) a ,1 12t' a , , 1^4
Let R (A) and R 	 to the reliabilities of subpaths P. and P3
determined in a similar manner. Then the system reliability is
(J )	 W	 W
R = a^
	 a^ 1L a3 1, a4 ( p R	 + pi R	 + P R	 )
Exa.iple 2: Dataflow Graph of Triple Modular Redundancy. The most
common design to enhance the reliability of a syster is to use
redundancy so that faults can be masked. In a triple modular
redundancy MR), the circuit is triplicated and the voter performs
the majority function. Fig. 5 shows the datatlow graph of TMP.. Ulf
U Z , and U^ are the triplicated units. The function of the voter is
shown in detail where N, will produce a token on W (working)
output when all the three units are functioning and a token on F
(failed) output otherwise. N 2- , N3 , N+ worke similary testing if
two units are functioning correctly. Dependency among N, , N 2 ,
N 3 , N4 should be noted. Because
	 of this dependency, the
reliability of paths will have to be considered using a conditional
probability argument. Assuming that voter actors (N,, r" N '^, 14)
do not fail, and using U k , U i , U3 to represent the events that the
units are working and U,^, UL, U3 to represent failures, we have
\
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Fiq. 5. Cataflow Graph of irir)le P1adul it P^,dund;wxy
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Similarly after simplifying the other two terms we get
M 1 -
If each of the units has a reliability of R and they are
independent of each other, the reliability of TMR is
s
R Ana =	 iZ j 3R 	 (^-Q) = 3R'- - zQ
Let V be reliability of each of the actors in the voter, 	 then
}^ ^r7 p V 0 t 3 J
L
Q- 0- 2)
I
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When the fault model includes repair or fault coverage, Markov
chain techniques would be applicable [GEIS 831.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
!Much of the research in dataflow processing ignores the need
for the formalism of the dataflow model itself. In our research we
have developed a formal definition of dataflow graphs.
Uninterpreted dataflow graphs can be used to model computer
systems incluuing parallel processors and data driven system; the
reliability of the modeled computer can be studied by analyzing
the dataflow graph. We have introduced stochastic properties with
dataflow actors. The reliability of dataflow graphs are analyzed 	 I
using both Markov and path enumeration techniques. We have
outlined how a large dataflow graph can be condensed using graph
clustering methods. These clusters can be analyzed separately and
the results can be combined to obtain overall system reliability.
The time needed for an actor to complete its operation is not
included in our analyses of dataflow graphs. Incorporation of the 	 +
time element compounds the problem and it will be studied in
future research.
I 
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APDENrIX: REDUCTION OF DATAFLOW GRPAHS
Is
In this appendix we outline how large dataflow graphs can be
reduced Lo graphs of manageable size. The reduction involves,
• The identification of subgraphs
• The analysis of subgraphs using either Markov 	 chain
techniques, or using algorithm Al.
• The replacement of subgraphs by single actors.
The process of identifying subgraphs is similar to clustering
of graphs. A cluster is a maximal collection of suitably similar
objects drawn from a larger collection of objects (MATU 83]. If
the dataflow graph contains . strongly connected components, then
cliques can be identified using depth-first search ([TARJ 72],
[REIN 771) or reachability sets [CHRI 751. A survey of such
algorithms can be found in [KAVI 79]. Clustering of non- clique
subgraphs is usually based on hueristics. In [PERK 831, an
algorithm is presented for clustering related no&_., based on
weight and cost. The weight of a cluster is defined as the ratio
of the number of arcs between the nodes in the cluster to the
total number of arcs connected to the nodes in the cluster. The
cost of a cluster is given by the number of arcs connecting the
nodes inside the cluster with the nodes outside the cluster. The
algorithm finds maximal subgraphs by growing the clusters until a
maximum weight and minimum cost cluster is found. For finding
clusters (or subgraphs) in dataflow graphs, the following rules
can be used.
I . Maximize the weight of clusters.
2. Minimize the cost of clusters.
3. If a conjunctive actor is included in the cluster, the
actors feeding the input links of the conjunctive actor
must be included in the cluster.
4. If a distributive actor is included, all the actors fed by
the output links from the distributive actor must be
included in the cluster.
For the purpose of obtaining a canonical representation,
hierarchical relationship among the subgraphs for actors) can be
defined as follows.
1. All actors (or sub(iraphs) with an outdegree of zero are at
level zero in the hierarchy (highest). That is,
H(xL)	 = 0	 if	 r(x-)	 = 0
where T (x Z ) is the set of actors (or subgraphs) that are
adjacent to x  and H(xL is the hierarchical level of
actor x-
2. For an actor with an outdegree greater than zero, the
level is given by
A
m^ n	 H Cx ^^	 — 1
H Cx^')
	
(XC ) (
The second rule implies that actor x, (or subgraph) is at a lower
level than an actor xJ if an arc (x^ , xj) exists. The level of an
actor (or subgraph) is in fact the negative of the longest path to
the actor from an actor at level 0. Dijkstra's (^DIJK 591, (CHRI
n
OFF
751) shortest path algorithm can be modified to obtain longest
paths by assigning a cost of -1 to arcs.
Example: The dataflcw graph in Fig. 4 is used to illustrate the
reduction approach. Pig. 6 shows three clusters that can be
identified based on the hueristics described above. Each cluster
can be analyzed using Markov chains. Fig. 7 list: the Markings
(hence states) for the three clusters. The state transition
matrices appear in Fig. 8. The reliability of each cluster can be
obtained by using well established techni ques [BRAT 84, Chap. 41
(Fig. 9 ). These three clusters can now be replaced by single
actors as show y. in Fig. 10.
Although the clusters identified in this example are simple
(and the calculation of reliabilities by ennumerating paths is
simpler than the Markov chain techni.ue), we would like to note
that in a more complex dataflow graph the graph reduction would
lead to computational simplicity. A more complex example would be
difficult to present here due to space limitation and the clarity
desired.
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